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Data compression is a term that refers to the reduction ofdata representation requirements
either in storage and/or in transmission. A commonly used algorithm for compression is
the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) method proposed by Terry A. Welch[l]. LZW is an
adaptive, dictionary based, lossless algorithm. This provides for a general compression
mechanism that is applicable to a broad range of inputs. Furthermore, the lossless nature
of LZW implies that it is a reversible process which results in the original file/message
being fully recoverable from compression.
A variant of this algorithm is currently the foundation of the UNIX
"compress"
program.
Additionally, LZW is one of the compression schemes defined in the TIFF standard[12],
as well as in the CCITT V.42bis standard.
One of the challenges in designing an efficient compression mechanism, such as LZW,
which can be used in real time applications, is the speed of the search into the data
dictionary. In this paper an Associative Processing implementation of the LZW
algorithm is presented. This approach provides an efficient solution to this requirement.
Additionally, it is shown that Associative Processing (ASP) allows for rapid and elegant
development of the LZW algorithm that will generally outperform standard approaches in
complexity, readability, and performance.
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Today's world has become an information society. Bob Lucky has stated, "The industrial
age has come and gone; the information age is
here."
[17, p. 2] This is in sight of the fact
that more than 65% percent of the population of the United States is involved in
information related work.
Much like the industrial age and other turning points in the history ofman, this age too
has many implications. The greatest of which is the management of digital information.
There are many aspects relating to this challenge; from creating, securing, sharing,
storing, and distributing, to analyzing. In this paper, solutions to two of these challenges
are being examined. Namely, storing, and distributing information will be presented.
It is obvious that as information grows, so does the need to store and distribute it. Here,
when we speak of storing information, we are referring to a means of physically writing
data into a permanent storage device such as magnetic or optical media. Although the
density of such devices is ever increasing, without an appreciable increase in cost, there
are issues that this technology change does not address.
One, those that have already invested in the purchase of storage media or networks will
not be easily willing to spend additional money in revamping existing systems.
Unfortunately, due to the fact that information is growing at a faster rate than the
technology, a "do
nothing"
philosophy is not the solution. Therefore, the purchase of
new hardware is unavoidable but must happen in tandem with the utilization of data
compression to meet the needs of the user and society.
Two, there is the issue of physical space constraints. Unchallenged, it is not difficult to
imagine the trend in computer technology going towards a future, which like the days of
the ENIAC will have large computer rooms. Unlike those days, where this room was
used for processing hardware, the space will now be dedicated for data storage. Again,
data compression can provide a mechanism to help control this growth in information.
Moreover, it is quite common to see the interconnection of high speed LANs via low
speed WANs. However, this results in frequent queuing delays. A prime example of this
is the Internet. A solution to this would be the utilization of data compression on the
gateway from the high speed to the low speed link. This will provide for better channel
utilization under a statistically multiplexed scenario [30, p.45]. In fact, it is in this type of
point to point connection that the merits of hardware based compression are strongest.
This is due to the fact that in this type of connection the traffic is usually heavy, but no
context switching is required; hence only one compressor/decompressor is needed on
each side.
1.2 Information Sources
The sources for digital information are many. Examples can generally be categorized
into three groupings. One is through the digitization of existing information. Another
source is through the creation of new information. The last category of information
sources is via the dissemination of electronic creations, such as software and multimedia.
Let us look at digital imaging as an example for the creation of storage and transmission
requirements that will become increasingly necessary as existing information is digitized.
The Encyclopedia Britanica, which contains about 25,000 pages, if scanned at 300 dots
per inch requires more than 25 Gigabytes of data to represent it in an bi-level format. To
be accurate, not only is this a storage requirement but, it becomes a bandwidth constraint
if one tries to digitally transmit this data over a network. Some may argue that in this
example it is not prudent to store every page of the encyclopedia as an image. It may be
suggested that only pictures be stored as images and that the remaining content can be
stored more efficiently as plain electronic text. Ignoring the fact that this suggestion is in
effect alluding to a form of compression, it is still a formidable task to manage the
content of data in the library of congress as plain text, which today contains over 17739
Gigabytes of data. (This incidentally would take over 3 years to transmit over a TI (1.54
Mbps) link.) [14]
One only needs to look at the number of new titles being published annually to estimate
the pervasive creation ofnew information. Over the last 20 years in the United States, the
number of new titles published has gone from 1 1,000 to over 41,000. This is equivalent
to a 5 percent annual compounded growth. Similar growth also holds true for the
publication ofjournals, magazines and reports. [17]
Moreover, the increase in information is seen in the creation and management of digital
creations. If one examines the trend in the use of the Internet for the transmission of
applications and multimedia, such as those proposed with the advent of the network
computer and enabling technologies such as Active-X and Java-Beans, in the presence of
Multicasting, it is not hard to visualize the need to transmit and store this information in
the least amount of space possible.
In the above examples, the term information is used loosely. In fact, not all of the
contents of the above information is really information. Information generally can be
separated into: real information and redundancy. Unfortunately the real information can
be seen as true knowledge and hence it is unpredictable like a random process. This
portion of data is impossible to compress without loosing some knowledge content.
However, the redundant portion is excess and hence can be removed without loss of
knowledge. It is this point that forms the premise for lossless data compression through
the reduction of redundancy. These and other facets of data compression are presented
later in this paper. For the remainder of this paper, reference to information implies real
information.
1.3 Deliverables
The purpose of this thesis is twofold. One, in this thesis an introduction to associative
processing is presented. In particular, the goal is to demonstrate various features of the
associative computing paradigm. Two main concepts that will be focused on are: 1)
Associative Processing allows for a performance enhancement of common algorithms
such as data compression. 2) Associative Processing simplifies software development by
eliminating the need for explicit software hashing; therefore a reduction in software
development cost is realized. These two concepts will be demonstrated by the
implementation of the Lempel-Ziv-Welch (LZW) data compression algorithm for the
Coherent Research Inc., Coherent Processor (CP). In this endeavor, a few design
approaches will be examined. A discussion of why LZW was chosen, along with an
overview ofcompression theory, will also be presented.
The associative processing implementation on the CP also serves a second purpose; that
is to demonstrate the hardware extensibility of the concepts of a common general purpose
associative processing architecture. This is done by extracting the features of the
Coherent Processor that are needed for compression, which would no longer make the




Information theory provides for the language to quantify the abstract concepts of data
compression. It originally evolved out of a need to address the issue of bandwidth
utilization and maximization. Due to this, researchers in the area of analog
communications have been studying means of efficiently coding data since the 1940's.
Claude Shannon was one of the founding fathers of information theory and data
compression. [16]
Fundamental in Information theory is the concept of information, which Shannon defines
as the unpredictable portion of a message. It is quantified as:
Average Information = - log (probability ofoccurrence)
Here the base of the logarithm determines the unit used to measure the information.
Therefore, for a base of 2, the unit of information is called a bit. Unless otherwise noted
this is the radix that will be used in all subsequent references to log.
According to this definition, a character in the English alphabet requires - log (1/26)
= 4.7
bits. However, we use 8 bits to represent an alphabetic character in most computers.
This is because, in most computers the extended ASCII code is used to store the
information. This code has 256 possible outcomes and hence the information content of a
single outcome is equal to - log (1/256)
= 8 bits. This does not mean that data stored
using ASCII is optimal with respect to size. This is due to the fact that by using ASCII
we are assuming that all symbols are independent and have an equal probability of
occurring. This is obviously not true in the real world. Hence, an opportunity for data
compression is created.
To extend the concept of information further, to include realistic sources that generate
symbols which are not all equally probable, a quantifiable concept called entropy, H(S),
is introduced. It can be seen as the probability weighted average of the information
associated with a source of information that outputs a sequence of symbols, from an
alphabet of n possible symbols. For a zero-memory, or order zero, source, meaning that
the output of any symbol from the source is statistically independent of any previous, it is
quantified as:
H(S) = -^ />/ log(/?/) where the p( are the probabilities of the n possible symbols.
The interpretation of entropy is the same as that from the perspective of thermodynamics;
the higher the entropy of a message, the greater its lack of order or predictability. Hence,
more information is conveyed in it. Therefore, the relationship between the entropy and
length of a message can be ascertained. A formal proof of the relationship between the
length of a symbol and its entropy showing that the average Length
> H(S), can be found
in Adamek [21, p 33].
As an example, let us look at a loaded three sided die. Assume that the probability that a
roll will result in 1 is 1.5/3, the probability of a 2 is 1/3, and the probability of a 3 is 0.5/3.
Therefore the entropy for the source is:
-1.5/3.0 log (1.5/3.0) - 1.0/3.0 log (1.0/3.0) - 0.5/3.0 log (0.5/3.0)
=
.5 log (2) + .33 log (3) + .167 log (6)
= 1.45 Bits
If the die is not loaded and all outcomes are equally probable then the entropy will be
1 .58 Bits. This serves to illustrate that in the case where a side is more likely to show up,
the amount of information conveyed is less than that when all outcomes are equally
likely, hence the bit requirement is less. It should be obvious that the entropy is
maximum for sources in which the probability of all symbols is equal. It is a minimum
for sources that have a symbol ofprobability of 1 .
The previous equation for entropy can be easily extended to represent the entropy of
n-
tuples of zero memory finite ensembles, also referred to as block random variables. The
entropy of such a n-tuple can be shown to be equal to nH(S). This is derived from the
fact that the probability of a n-tuple Pfa)
=
Pfa,) P(aj2) ... PfaJ. Here the probabilities
on the right side of the equation represent the probability of each individual symbol.
Therefore, if one takes this composite probability and substitutes it into the previously
defined equation for entropy the result is as stated above: H(Sk)
= k H(S). As an example
for a 2-tuple:
1=1 >i




) = -XP' los(/")Xpj
-
Ep'H pj 1b,(pj)
/=1 7=1 /= ! >1
H(S2
) = H(S) + H(S) = 2H(S)
Using the fact that Length > H(S) and by examining the results above a little more
carefully, we see that Lmin(Sk) > H(Sk)
=
kH(S) therefore Lmin(Sk)/k > H(S). Which in the
limiting case as k -> qo Lmin(Sk)/k -> H(S). This says that as the length of the ensemble
tends to infinity the average length will reach the theoretic entropy. This fact is known as
Shannon's Noiseless Coding theorem. For a good derivation see Adamek [21 , p34]. This
Theorem serves to create a lower bound on the coding of ensembles.
Again this is a simplistic view of entropy, since it is only an example of a zero memory
source. In cases where the source is statistically dependent on previous outcomes such as
the English language, a slightly altered model is used. This is done with the use of a
Markov model [15, p. 47]. A Markov model of order n is defined as having a conditional
probability P(mk/mk.,,mk.2,...,mk.n). So for an order one Markov model, the conditional
probability becomes POn,/!^.,). Defining
i=
mk., and j=mk results in a joint probability of




Here P(ij) is the joint probability and P(j/i) is the conditional probability. A good proof
of this can be found in Gonzalez [14, p327].
Unfortunately, when statistically dependent sources occur the extent of the dependency is
usually several layers deep. This makes the mathematics a bit cumbersome. Although
the independent and order 1 Markov model lack realism, they make up for it by their
simplicity in presenting the implications of compression. An example of the effect of
different orders of dependency on the English language is seen in the following table [17,
p. 111].
Table 1. Entropies ofEnglish relative to order
Order Zero First Second Third Fourth
Entropy 4.76 4.03 3.32 3.1 2.8
Up to now, only ensembles that have been based on a well-defined random variable,
whose probabilistic behavior is well characterized, have been discussed. Therefore, this
discussion does not completely hold true for an arbitrary source. Specifically, the
previous theorem does not hold true for a finite source for which no a priori information
is available. Ziv and Lempel help the situation by providing a system for encoding which
is not bound by the previous assumptions [2, 3]. Their goal was to present a universal
algorithm for coding which achieves something analogous to the H(S) in the limiting
case. They use a dictionary based technique for individual sequences, which serves to
accommodate the issue ofhigh order dependency. The basis for their work lies in the fact
that for a completely random binary sequence of length n, the number of blocks in the
message grows as n/log(n) for sufficiently long lengths. They term this type of sequence
as complex. However, they believe that in general, input sequences are interrelated and
not always complex. Therefore, in the case where symbols are from a quasi-random
process, but are not independent, the buildup of a vocabulary for long sequences
approaches nH(S)/log(n), where H(S) is the entropy of the random source. It is due to
this that the special case arises, where if the sequence is a very long one, based on random
variables, that the Lempel Ziv coding can be related to entropy. In fact, Ziv and Lempel
state, "The compression ratio achieved by the proposed universal code uniformly
approaches the lower bound on the compression ratio attainable by block to variable
codes and variable to block codes designed to match a completely specified source."[2]
Moreover, Ziv and Lempel go on to indicate that, "For every individual <x> sequence x,
this minimal bit/symbol rate was shown to be equal to a quantity H(x) that, in analog with
Shannon's entropy (which is defined for probabilistic ensembles rather that individual
sequences), corresponds to the smallest coding rate for x under which the decoding error-
rate can be made arbitrarily small."[3] For this reason the discussion of information and
entropy is still quite valid.
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2.2 Redundancy
Obviously, information is not always coded using the theoretic entropy. This raises the
question for the purpose of the excess, which has been defined as redundancy.
Redundancy does not contain information and therefore does not need to be encoded as
part of a message. However, generally, information with redundancy is easier to
understand and is more tolerant to errors if it is corrupted, since redundancy can be used
to correct for errors. From a practical point of view, sources of redundancy are inherent
in the information we exchange. In the English language the letter
"t"
is more likely to
occur than any other letter; and the letter
"z"
is the least likely. From our definition it is
Obvious that the letter
"t"
has a lower entropy and hence provides less information. To
make this point, consider the following sentence "jack and jill wen? up ?he hill". With
our knowledge of the English language it is easy for us to determine that ? in the sentence
was the letter "t". Therefore the
"t"
is redundant in the information that is being
conveyed. Without the
"t"
we get no less information. However, understanding what is
being communicated becomes a bit more cumbersome. Also, in the example sentence, if
due to an error we were only presented with "jack and jill went up e hill", we would
know to recover from the error by filling
"th"
in the blank space. This is an example of a
high order redundancy. It is the same concept that allows for humans to have
conversations in noisy environments and still be able to understand what is being
communicated based on the bits and pieces that are actually heard.
Forms of redundancy are many. In text and database files they can result from character
distribution, character repetition, usage patterns, and from positional relativeness.
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Character distribution redundancy, sometimes also referred to as coding redundancy,
arises from the fact that some characters are used more frequently than others. It is seen
in the example of the ASCII code being used to encode English text. Here, since 75% of
the 256 characters will not be used, the additional 3 bits required to encode each character
are considered redundant.
Character repetition redundancy results from the fact that a repetition of characters can be
better encoded than by merely repeating their symbols. This type of redundancy is often
found in images and database files. In these types of sources it is quite common for
chains of symbols representing a blank field or a solid object to make up a significant
amount of the file's content.
Higher order statistical correlation leads to redundancy in patterns. This is true since
certain sequences of symbols tend to occur in a file more often than others. Therefore
encoding patterns such as the word
"the"
in the same ways as any other 3 letter
combination leads to redundancy. The is also seen in databases if advantage is not taken
in encoding fields that have a small cardinality.
Positional redundancy is seen when symbols appear in a predictable fashion in blocks of
data or when the value of a symbol can be predicted based on its surroundings. This is
seen in the example of a raster scan of an image, in which a vertical line is placed. Here
it is predictable what the value of the pixel, which is a fixed offset from the previous pixel
on the line, will be.
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Another type of redundancy arises from the human ability to interpolate vision; this type
of redundancy is termed psycho-visual redundancy. An example of this is apparent when
an image is passed through a low pass filter. A human is generally just as able to
perceive the contents of the filtered image as of the original. This is since images, for
humans, are understood through perception and not analytically. Unlike the other types
of redundancy, this type is actually dependent on the interpretation of the observer and
therefore, is sometimes not considered redundancy. This is so, since the information
content is not 1 00% recoverable.
More than just a philosophical concept, redundancy has a mathematical definition. It can




Compression deals with taking a message and transforming it using a coding scheme.
Using this technique it is hoped that the resulting message, on the average, will be smaller
in size than the original. At the highest level, compression can be divided into two
categories; one being lossy and the other being lossless. Lossy compression deals with
entropy reduction, and therefore leads to an encoding scheme in which information is
lost. This type of compression scheme is generally well suited for sources that are
digitizations of analog phenomenon, such as images and sound, where understanding is
not purely analytic. The figure of merit used to measure the efficiency of data
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compression is the compression ratio. It is defined as the ratio of the size of the original
message and the size of the compressed message. It should be obvious that the higher the
compression ratio, the better the compression.
Although lossy compression is highly efficient for digitized applications, many other
applications of today require that compression be completely reversible. This is
especially true for applications in the health and legal arena. Additionally, this
requirement is present in digital
"data"
storage and transmission. For this reason, lossless
compression is the main focus in this paper. The goal of lossless compression is limited
to redundancy reduction; therefore it provides for a completely recoverable encoding
scheme. Lossless data compression can be achieved using two approaches. One, using a
zero memory model, symbol probabilities can be used to encode data such that the length
of its symbol is consistent with its entropy. Two, using a Markov model, the statistical
dependence property can be used to predict or characterize the type of information that is
encoded. This allows for the creation of a dictionary of codes that corresponds to various
input patterns; therefore reoccurrence of the same pattern will result in the same output
code. [15, p.50]
Hence, it is implied that lossless data compression deals with the representation of
information in the least amount of space required, which optimally should be equal to the
Shannon Entropy of the source. When complete information about the source is
available, it is often referred to as minimal redundancy coding.
In the context of redundancy, the goal of compression becomes the removal of
redundancy for storage and transmission, with its reinsertion upon presentation. This
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approach is good in some applications but can be bad in other applications. For example
from the stand point of error recovery, data compression can be devastating. Since when
we have removed all the redundancy from a message, any error in the information would
result in data being lost. There would be no statistics available to use to be able to correct
the error. From the stand point of data encryption, data compression can be a bonus;
there are no statistics that can be ascertained from an ideally compressed message.
Therefore, it is difficult to predict the language or content of the message without
complete knowledge of the decompression algorithm. Considerations that relate to issues
such as data corruption and data encryption usually fall under the category of channel
encoding and therefore will not be discussed beyond this point.
Compression is generally broken up into a two part problem. The first part involves the
modeling of the source and the second part deals with the development of a compression
mechanism using statistics/characteristics of the source. For a statistical compressor it
would look like[ll, p. 14]:
Figure 1. Generic Statistical Compression
Input
Stream





In this figure the model is a set of rules that establish how to code an input symbol.
Furthermore, this figure serves to show that for compression to occur the statistics need to
be understood first. For an actual implementation of this compression process, the model
needs to be predefined and known by both the compressor and the decompressor. Or
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alternatively, the compressor needs to do two passes on the source. In the first pass it
models the probabilities of the source and communicates this model to the decompressor.
The modeling leads to the development of a coding table. The second pass is where this
table is used to code the source.
When the model is created once, and used for all input symbols, the compression scheme
is deemed to be static. Static compression, although easy to implement, has some
significant weaknesses. Namely, if source statistics change suddenly, when the model
has not, it can lead to poor compression.
A solution to this problem may require remodeling the source every time it changes. This
solution, however, leads to a considerable overhead in CPU time. Additionally, if the
model is examining high order correlation, then the amount of information to be
communicated with the decompressor becomes large.
For this reason, adaptive compression is generally preferred over static compression.
Adaptive compression, as its name implies, adapts to the characteristics of the source. It
can be implemented using source statistics or a dictionary based scheme. As it has been
suggested, statistical modeling generally results in the coding of a single symbol at a time
using its probability of occurrence. Adaptive dictionary-based approaches try to achieve
better compression by trying to account for some higher order correlations, which can be
seen as a special case of the Markov model, and by using single codes to replace a string
of symbols. The assumption here is that strings are interrelated and therefore will occur
many times within a message. This fact then leads to
"good"
compression being
achieved by representing these strings as codes. These code-string relationships are
16
stored in a table (dictionary), which is created on the fly by both the encoder and the
decoder, to be referenced as many times as necessary. Additionally, adaptive algorithms
can generally adjust quickly to a source by resulting in
"good"
compression within a few
thousand bytesfl]. A generic adaptive compressor is shown in Figure 2 [1 1, p.21]:












Another feature of adaptive compression algorithms is that the decompressor does not
need to be communicated any information from the compressor. In fact, the
decompressor uses a similar algorithm as that of the compressor to recreate the source. A
typical adaptive decompressor is shown in Figure 3 [1 1, p.21]:
17












Both of the above figures are for a lossless compression. For Lossy compression, a stage
needs to be added to the front end of the compression flow above. Namely a
transformation/quantization stage is typically performed prior to models being created.
3.2 Run Length Encoding
A simple means to reduce the redundancy is known as Run-Length-Encoding (RLE) [18,
24]. It tries to encode runs of the same symbol by using a count followed by a symbol to
represent a chain of the same symbol. To distinguish count-symbol combination from a
straight code the use of a special escape byte is used. Therefore, in order for RLE to be
effective, the source should have runs greater than 3 bytes. Additionally the encoding, of
runs is limited to 255 with each escape byte.
As an example, ifwe came across a stream that looked as such: aaaaaaabbaaabbbbccccc,
we can represent this as <esc>7abb<esc>3a<esc>4b<esc>5c, in effect saving 7 bytes.
This type of technique is useful for
"block"
type drawings, i.e., line drawings and faxes.
Also, this technique has moderate use in data files; but, has very little value for
compressing text sources. This variability in its usefulness manifests the fundamental
18
problem with RLE type techniques; namely, such techniques are not generically
applicable. That is to say, it maybe very efficient sometimes and very inefficient at other
times.
3.3 Shannon-Fano Coding
Claude Shannon and R. M. Fano developed this technique independently, yet almost
simultaneously.[ll, 13] Their work is the first well-known attempt to encode
information using a minimum redundancy code. Additionally this work led to the
development of the, now popular, Huffman coding algorithm that will be discussed in the
following section.
Fundamental to Shannon-Fano codes are two properties: The number of bits required to
represent a code is proportional to the probability of the code. Therefore, codes with low
probabilities have a larger bit representation. This is consistent with the equation of
entropy, which was presented earlier. The second property requires that the codes be able
to be uniquely decoded. Therefore, they must obey the prefix property; that is to say, no
one code can be a prefix of another. This issue can be easily solved if all codes are coded
using the leafs of a binary tree.
Given this, the symbol coding algorithm works as follows[l 1, p. 31] [13]:
Develop a probability for the entire alphabet, such that each symbol's relative
frequency of appearance is known.
Sort the symbols in descending frequency order.
Divide the table in two, such that the sum of the probabilities in both tables is
relatively equal.
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Assign 0 as the first bit for all the symbols in the top halfof the table and assign a 1 as
the first bit for all the symbols in the lower half. (Each bit assignment forms a
bifurcation in the binary tree.)
Repeat the last two steps until each symbol is uniquely specified.
The above steps have formed a binary tree and can be used to encode and decode a
source. Note that fundamental to this type of coding is the premise that both the
compressor and the decompressor have a priori knowledge of the source. Alternatively,
for the decompressor, the compressor can transmit/store the source description as part of
the message. However, this approach results in the performance issues discussed earlier.
As an example, let's examine the following symbol alphabet:










The next step is to take this alphabet and order and divide it based on the frequency.
Therefore after an initial iteration, the previous table now looks like.
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Therefore, we know that the first bit of E & T will be 0, and that the first bit ofR, H, O,
S, C, and Y will be 1 . Continuing the procedure until completion results in the following
code.










The different iterations of the algorithm can be seen if one examines the binary tree
created by this code.
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Figure 4. Binary Tree Representation ofShannon-Fano Code
It should be obvious, that the algorithm guarantees that no code will be a prefix of
another. If we encode a message with the characteristic alphabet given above using the
Shannon-Fano algorithm and the probabilities from Table 2, the efficiency of this
algorithm becomes evident.
Table 5. Example ofShannon-Fano Coding





C .05 4.32 2 4 8.64 8
E .3 1.74 12 2 20.84 24
H .1 3.32 4 3 13.29 12
0 .1 3.32 4 4 13.29 16
R .15 2.74 6 3 16.42 18
S .1 3.32 4 4 13.29 16
T .15 2.74 6 2 16.42 12
Y .05 4.32 2 4 8.64 8
Totals 40*8=320 110.84 114
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It is apparent that the Shannon-Fano algorithm performs well in representing the original
message when compared to the extended ASCII representation, which would take 320
bits to store the same message that this algorithm stores using only 1 14 bits. Although
the Shannon-Fano algorithm performs well, the average entropy of the message, H(s),
shows that it is possible to encode this message in 1 10.84 bits. The Huffman coding
algorithm which, on the average, performs even better is presented next.
3.4 Huffman Coding
This algorithm works similar to the Shannon-Fano algorithm in that it takes a message
and codes it using variable length symbol codes, which are based on symbol probabilities.
This algorithm also has one of the disadvantages of the previously discussed algorithm;
namely its behavior is generally good, but optimal only for symbol probabilities that are
negative powers of 2 [15, p55]. Moreover, since both of these algorithms are static, the
coder/decoder must have a priori knowledge of the source statistics or require two passes
to analyze them. Also, since both these algorithms are order 0 their applicability as a
general compression scheme is questionable. Furthermore, although they work well for
character distribution redundancy, they are not applicable to other types of redundancy.
Some of the implementation details of this algorithm are also common with the Shannon-
Fano algorithm. While the prefix code rule applies here as well, there is a significant
difference in the two algorithms. The Huffman coding scheme takes a bottom up
approach, while the Shannon-Fano algorithm is a top down algorithm. Moreover, the
Huffman coding algorithm has been shown to always perform equal or better than the
Shannon-Fano Algorithm. Due to this fact, and its relative simplicity of implementation,
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this algorithm has been the subject of lossless data compression research for quite some
time.
The algorithm can be summarized as follows: [13, 18, 23]
Develop a probability for the entire alphabet, such that each symbol's relative
frequency of appearance is known.
Sort the symbols, representing nodes of a binary tree, in probability order.
Combine the probabilities of the two smallest nodes and create/add a new node, with
its probability equal to this sum, to the list of available nodes.
Label the two leafnodes of those just combined as 0 and 1 respectively, and remove
them from the list of available nodes.
Repeat this process until a binary tree is formed by utilizing all of the nodes.
Utilizing this algorithm on the above example leads to the following possible iterations.
In the first iteration C and Y can be combined and result in a node that has a joint
probability of 0.1. Since this new node has one of the lowest probabilities, it can be
combined with S, which also has a probability of 0.1, to form a new node having a joint
probability of0.2. So far, the binary tree looks like the following.
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Figure 5. Huffman Tree after second iteration.
_r
C Y
In the next iteration H, which has the lowest probability, can be combined with O that
also has a probability of 0.1. The combination of the these two leaf nodes forms a node
with a joint probability of 0.2. This leaves T and R with the lowest probabilities. The
combination ofwhich results in a new node with probability 0.3. Continuing this process
until all the nodes have been combined results in a binary tree that looks like the
following. It is important to note that a given alphabet may have more than one Huffman
code. However, the total compressed length of the message will remain the same,
regardless ofwhich code is used.
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Figure 6. Binary Tree representation ofHuffman code
This binary tree results in a Huffman coding for the alphabet given in the table for the
Shannon-Fano example and is enumerated in the following table.










Using this, we can compare the Huffman code with the Shannon-Fano code.
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Table 7. Huffman coding example




C .05 2 4 8
E .3 12 2 24
H .1 4 3 12
0 .1 4 3 12
R .15 6 3 18
S .1 4 3 12
T .15 6 3 18
Y .05 2 4 8
Totals 40*8=320 112
It is apparent that the Huffman Coding Algorithm has out-performed the Shannon-Fano
Algorithm, although not by much. In both cases, these algorithms do a much better job
coding than ASCII. But, the fact remains that they do not achieve the optimal entropy of
110.84 bits. As stated earlier, this is due to the fact that the algorithms just discussed
result in optimal codes only when the source probabilities are negative powers of 2. This
is obvious since the Huffman codes must be integral bits in length. Non-integral entropy
can be a major issue if compressing something that has a high probability of occurring.
This is so, since by rounding up to the nearest integral bit length leads to an error that is
compounded with every occurrence of that character. Therefore, if the probability is high
then the compounded effect of rounding will also be high. The effect of this can be
overcome by applying the Huffman coding algorithm to groups of symbols, but this leads
to a solution that is not as general. The Arithmetic coding algorithm, which tries to
overcome this limitation, is discussed later.
Another major limitation of an algorithm such as Huffman Coding results from the
decompressor. Since the length of a code is variable, the only way for the decompressor
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has to know when a complete code has been specified is to do a lookup for every bit
received. This requirement of a logical operation for each bit makes it difficult to
maintain the necessary decompression rates in real-time systems operating at 30 Mbps.
[l.p.10]
3.5 Arithmetic Coding
As stated earlier, it is not always possible, in practice, to achieve optimal compression
efficiency using Huffman coding due the problem of fractional Entropies. This is
especially true for symbols that have a very unbalanced probability distribution.
Arithmetic coding circumvents this obstacle by combining a chain of input symbols into
a single high-precision floating point number between 1 and 0. Obviously, the amount of
precision will depend on the size of the original message. Fundamentally, the approach
is to start with a range that represents the first character. To this range, the effect of each
subsequent character is added, resulting in the range becoming a more precise range.
Upon reaching the point where the contribution of each symbol has been considered, any
number in the range will allow for the unique decoding of the original message. It is
important to note that the more likely symbols have the least effect on the narrowing of
the composite message range, and hence do not contribute as many bits to the message.
This feature ofArithmetic Coding fits in well with the earlier discussion of information
theory. The basic algorithm works as follows [20, 38]:
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Init: Establish Prob. for the alphabet
0 -> last;
For each symbol in alphabet:
sym, prob, last, last+prob -> table (sym, prob, low, high);
last + prob -> last;
Begin:
Read input > char;
Low (table . sym == char) > msg_low_range;





Get next input > char;
If no next input: Goto End;
msg_range
*
High (table . sym == char) + msg_low_range
> msg_high_range;
msg_range







Select (value >= msg_low_range and < msg_high_range)
> Output .
Obviously there are a lot of implementation details here. The most basic issue is that of
overflow. This issue can be resolved by shifting out and transmitting parts of the range as
it becomes convergent in the most significant digits. Therefore, implementation on a
standard sized register is possible. Another issue of Arithmetic Coding deals with
informing the decoder when to stop decoding. This can be accomplished by transmitting
the length of the message along with the composite numeric representation.
Alternatively, a special end of message symbol can be encoded along with the original
message.
The decoding process is very similar to that of encoding. Here, instead of starting with
the range of the first character and adding the effects of subsequent characters, we are
given a rational number, and have to determine which characters created it. This process
can be summarized as follows:
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Init : Use Prob. from the compressor
0 -> last;
For each symbol in alphabet:
sym, prob, last, last+prob
> table (sym, prob, low, high);
last + prob - last;
Begin:
Read input -> aNumber;
Extract :




- Low (table . sym == char)
> aNumber;
aNumber / [High (table . sym == char)
- Low (table . sym == char)]
> aNumber;
while not End of Message Goto Extract.
A simple example of encoding the word
"ROCHESTER"
using this technique is given
below. The symbol
'Y'
is used to indicate the end ofmessage.
Table 8. Range assignmentfor text string "ROCHESTER
"
Symbol Probability Low Range High Range
C 0.1 0.0 0.1
E 0.2 0.1 0.3
H 0.1 0.3 0.4
0 0.1 0.4 0.5
R 0.2 0.5 0.7
S 0.1 0.7 0.8
T 0.1 0.8 0.9
Y 0.1 0.9 1.0













R 0.5000000000 0.7000000000 0.200000000000 0.5 0.7
O 0.5800000000 0.6000000000 0.020000000000 0.4 0.5
C 0.5800000000 0.5820000000 0.002000000000 0 0.1
H 0.5806000000 0.5808000000 0.000200000000 0.3 0.4
E 0.5806200000 0.5806600000 0.000040000000 0.1 0.3
S 0.5806480000 0.5806520000 0.000004000000 0.7 0.8
T 0.5806512000 0.5806516000 0.000000400000 0.8 0.9
E 0.5806512400 0.5806513200 0.000000080000 0.1 0.3
R 0.5806512800 0.5806512960 0.000000016000 0.5 0.7




can be encoded to be uniquely decodable
using the value 0.5806512944. The range tells how precise this number needs to be in
order to be uniquely decoded, and hence represents the probability of the message.
Therefore the number of bits required to encode this message as a binary fraction is
lg(0.0000000016) + 1, approximately equal to the Shannon Entropy of 29.22 bits for this
message. Unfortunately, due to lack of precision in most processors, larger messages
require an extra step in encoding. Here the encoding is achieved by shifting out to the
channel the most significant bits of the code as they become convergent.
Decoding this message can be seen in the following:










0.5806512944 R 0.50 0.70 0.20
0.4032564720 O 0.40 0.50 0.10
0.0325647200 C 0.00 0.10 0.10
0.3256472000 H 0.30 0.40 0.10
0.2564720000 E 0.10 0.30 0.20
0.7823600000 S 0.70 0.80 0.10
0.8236000000 T 0.80 0.90 0.10
0.2360000000 E 0.10 0.30 0.20
0.6800000000 R 0.50 0.70 0.20
0.9000000000 Y 0.90 1.00 0.10
Although, theoretically this coding algorithm overcomes some of the limitations of
Huffman coding, it continues to share some of the others. Namely, the algorithm still
requires a priori knowledge of symbol probabilities, which must be shared with the
decompressor. However, unlike Huffman coding, the model and the coding processes are
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separate, therefore it is possible to easily convert this algorithm to an adaptive one using
models such as Prediction by Partial Matching (PPM). This method looks for a match, of
the text to be compressed, in order n context, reducing one order at a time, until a match
is found [19, 27]. Alternatively, Dynamic Markov coding (DMC) starts with an order
zero Markov source model and increases the depth of the model as compression
progresses. Unfortunately, both these techniques add a significant overhead to the
implementation. Optimization of these techniques is still under investigation.
So far, Arithmetic coding has been presented using floating point operations, which in
reality raises some major issues. As it stands, while floating point operations could be
realizable, it would be extremely expensive from a performance perspective to implement
this algorithm. The alternative of using integral operations to implement the algorithm,
although possible, adds a level of understanding complexity that would affect the
maintenance of this approach. But due to performance needs, this is an area that still
draws considerable research.
Despite their negative issues, Huffman coding and Arithmetic coding are the
recommended encoders of the JPEG still-image compression standard [22].
3.6 Lempel-Ziv-Welch
All of the data compression algorithms presented so far have been statistical in nature.
Therefore, given a decent model these algorithms will result in respectable compression
ratios on the order of, if not better than, adaptive dictionary based methods, especially for
small sources. However, when it comes to meeting our requirements for speed and a
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universal lossless data compression algorithm, that can be used in both transmission and
storage, adaptive dictionary based approaches can out perform statistical methods.
As mentioned earlier, J. Ziv and A. Lempel, in 1977 and 1978 [2,3], presented several
papers describing the mathematical foundation for a universal data compression
algorithm, which is based on the idea of an incremental parser. Welch [1] later extended
this idea of the greedy incremental parser to describe a dictionary based compression
scheme that he labeled the LZW method. Later, developers of the UNIX operating
system enhanced Welch's work to create a practical file compression/decompression
utility.
The LZW method is a single pass algorithm, which is extremely adaptive, and hence
requires no a priori knowledge of the source. In most cases it provides a reasonable
compression for a diverse range of input streams [1,13]. This results from LZW's ability
to make use of redundancy in character repetition, like RLE. And, at the same time it
also makes use of character frequency redundancy and string pattern redundancy.
However, this algorithm is not very effective for the compression of data that contains
significant positional redundancy. LZW has typical compression ratios for English text,
and program source code, which are around 2. Huffman coding and Arithmetic coding
are also capable of producing similar results, although not as flexibly. Since LZW takes
from the best of both worlds, that is to say, it has the speed, and simplicity of Huffman,
while preserving the adaptive nature of the PPM model for the Arithmetic coding
algorithm, it is chosen as the subject for implementation in this thesis.
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3.6.1 Basic Algorithms
LZW converts variable length strings to predictable length codes. It does this similarly to
that described for PPM. Specifically, the idea is to create a lookup table of strings that
are created by incrementally parsing a character at a time, from the input, and
concatenating it to the previous characters from the input. This composite string is then
matched against the contents of the dictionary. If no match is found for the string it is
added to the table and assigned a unique code. This code is what is used as a substitution
for the complete string, when a match does occur. This provides for a coding, which
results in the selection of strings to be. coded, having almost an equal probability of
occurring [1, p. 11]. This means that the strings that contain frequently occurring
symbols will be longer. Therefore, if these string patterns repeat, compression can be
achieved. Moreover, the longer the string that is represented by a code, the higher the
compression efficiency. The basic compression algorithm is as such [1,4]:
Load a table with the base alphabet and its representing code
Read first input character into w
Step: Read next input character K
if no such K (i.e. EOF): code (w) -> output; EXIT
if wK exists in string table: wK -> w; Repeat Step
else wK not in string table: code (w) -> output;
wK -> String table;
K -> w; Repeat Step.
One of the features of this algorithm, which may not be immediately obvious from this
pseudo code, is that the string table maintains a prefix property; implying that for every
string in the string table, its prefix is already in the table. This is an important feature
when it comes to implementation, since it provides for tractability. Using this feature
new strings can be added to the table by references to a previous string code and the new
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symbol. Alternatively, we would have to store the string in its entirety, requiring a lot
more memory for the string table.
The corresponding decompression algorithm is [1,4]:
Load table with the base alphabet and its representing codes
First input code -> Code -> Oldcode;
with Code=code (K) , K -> output;
K -> Finchar;
Next Code: Next input code -> Code -> Incode
If no new code: EXIT
If Code not defined:
Finchar -> Stack;
Oldcode -> Code;
code (Oldcode, Finchar) -> Incode;
Next Symbol: If Code = code (wK) : K -> Stack;
code (w) -> CODE;
Goto Next Symbol;
If Code = code(K): K -> output;
K -> Finchar;
Do while stack not empty:
Stack top -> output; POP stack;
Oldcode, K -> string table;
Incode -> Oldcode;
Go to Next Code;
There are two issues with decompression that need to be noted. One is the fact that there
is a need for a stack since we are creating the string table via references to previously
occurring strings. Due to this, the suffix character for each prefix string is available
immediately, but must be output in the order that the string was created. The other issue
with the decompression algorithm is that it lags the compression algorithm in the creation
of the string table. This results in the possibility for a code to be presented for
decompression that is not yet in the string table. This is known as the KwKwK problem,
since it will only occur if the input stream fits this pattern. Luckily, since this is the only
pattern that results in this problem, the decompression algorithm can handle it as a special
case by using the previous code with its extension character.
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3.6.2 An Example
The following example illustrates the above algorithm and its issues:





Assuming 1,2, & 3 are the internal representation of a,b, & c respectively
Figure 7. Incoming Stream to LZW compression
Incoming Stream ababcbababaaaaaaa
Table 12. Building ofString Table during Compression
w K code(w) output Add to table
a b 1 1 ab 4
b a 2 2 ba 5
a b
ab c 4 4 abc 6
c b cb 7
b a
ba b 5 5 bab 8
b a
ba b
bab a 8 8 baba 9
a a 1 1 aa 10
a a
aa a 10 10 aaa 11
a a
aa a
aaa a 11 11 aaaa 12
a 1 1
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Figure 8. Compressed Stream after LZW compression
Compressed Stream 12 4 3 5 8 1 10 11 1
Table 14. Decompression ofCompressed Stream up to the seventh code
Code Oldcode Incode Finchar K code(k) code(wk) Add to
Table
Stack Out
1 1 a a 1 a
2 2 2 b b 2 ab4 b
4 4 b 4 b
1 4 a a 1 ba5 ab
3 3 c c 3 abc 6 c
5 5 a 5 a
2 5 b b 2 cb7 ba
8 8 b
5 8 a 5 ba
2 8 b b 2 bab 8 bab
1 1 1 a a 1 baba9 a
Ifwe continue this procedure for the remaining codes shown in Figure 8, we will end up
with an output stream that matches Figure 7. Also, the string table at the end of this
procedure will be identical to the one in Table 13. This brings out an interesting point.
Namely, the string table need not be stored explicitly with the code. In fact, as you can
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see, it is implicit in the coding, and hence generated on the fly. This, too, serves to
illustrate the adaptiveness of this algorithm.
In the above example, if each output code is represented by 12 bits, the string table can
index a maximum of 2*2 unique strings. Therefore, this implementation will require a
memory allocation of 4096 bytes
* 32 bits = 16KB on both the compressor and the
decompressor. This specific implementation results in the compression of a 17 byte
string to 120 bits, resulting in a saving of 2 bytes. Although this is not much, the true
benefits are more obvious on larger files. In general a 12 bit code will provide for a
reasonably sized table, which is capable of building a sufficient dictionary in order to
optimize compression for a moderately sized input. However, to attain optimal
compression of larger files, it is suggested to use 16 bit codes. This will require the
consumption of 5 bytes for each entry in the table of size 64KB. Therefore, the
requirement on memory becomes 320KB. This is still not a great deal ofmemory, given
today's level of integration. However, it does serve to illustrate how quickly the memory
requirements can grow by increasing the size of the output code word. The results of
implementing both 12 bit and 16 bit output codes will be provided later in this paper.
Since the output codes are larger than the size of the native code being compressed, it is
possible that the algorithm may lead to data expansion in some cases where the model
does not suit the source. This expansion problem will also hold true for the startup of the
compression, due to the need for the data dictionary to be primed. However, in general
the priming inefficiency will not be a concern as the input block size gets large. A
practical implementation can use variable length output codes in order to minimize the
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effects ofpriming. Using this technique output codes begin at the smallest value, such as
9 bits, and as the table becomes filled, the code is bumped up one bit at a time until the
maximum size is reached. It is interesting to note that this bumping of the code is self
synchronizing between the compression and decompression algorithms given above.
Another issue arises from the fact that input characteristics of a source can change,
resulting in poor utilization of the string table. This becomes even a bigger issue if the
table becomes full. The way to handle this really depends on what is being tried to be
accomplished. One of the approaches is to use a larger sized table and let the table get
full. Another approach is to institute a replacement policy for the contents of the table. A
policy could simply clear the string when the table became full and the compression ratio
seemed to be plummeting. The later of the two just mentioned is implemented in the
UNIX compress utility; Storer [8, p. 71] calls the prior approach "FREEZE". Other
policies he describes are Least Recently Used (LRU), Least Frequently Used (LFU) and
SWAP. LRU, as its name implies, deletes elements from the dictionary that have not
been accessed in a while. This implies that a means of tracking the number of hits each
entry receives, must be implemented. Additionally a means to properly manage the
deletions from the table needs to be implemented. LFU is a derivative of LRU; it uses a
deletion heuristic that is based on the tracking of the frequency of use. SWAP works by
creating and utilizing an auxiliary dictionary once the main dictionary becomes full.
However, compression continues based on the full dictionary until the auxiliary
dictionary is filled. At which point, the main dictionary is flushed and the roles of the
two dictionaries are reversed. In all of these methods the tradeoffs are speed and
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complexity. Of the policies described, the simplest and fastest is FREEZE, with the
UNIX approach being a close second. LFU is the most complex to implement and can
lead to significant performance concerns without any noticeable advantages.
In implementing any of these policies the most critical detail is in the interaction of the
policy algorithm with the data storage structure, and the data access method.
Traditionally, the heart of the compression routine is a hashing function that serves as the
data storage structure and access interface. However, during decompression the code can
be used as an index into the table, therefore hashing is not necessary in this stage. A brief
description ofhashing is given next to provide some background.
3.6.3 Hashing
Hashing is a relatively old technique used for rapidly accessing data. It provides for a
search time that is not directly dependent on the size of the data. This technique utilizes a
transformation that takes a search key and directly maps it to a data access index.
Unfortunately, to be able to map every search key to a unique index puts an unrealistic
requirement on memory resources, although it derives excellent performance. For this
reason, hashing is generally categorized as a many to one transformation. A fundamental
problem with this approach is collision. Collisions occur when multiple keys map to the
same index. Therefore, the goal of a good hash is to provide a transformation that
minimizes collisions and is effective in resolving collisions when they do occur.
To achieve the first objective, functions such as modulo division and exclusive
"or"
can
be used in the transformation. A typical approach for accomplishing this is to apply the
above transform on the key utilizing the size of the hash table as the operator. Following
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this, the resultant of the operation is used as the index. To minimize the problems of
clustering, which lead to collisions when data is not well distributed in the hash table, it is
suggested that the hash table size be a prime number larger than the number of unique
indices required.
One of the ways to meet the requirement of the second constraint is to use an open
addressing hashing algorithm. This can be implemented in many ways; a simple
approach is called the linear probe. Here, when a collision occurs during an insertion to
the table, we resolve to find a new location by incrementing the current index until an
empty slot is found. When an empty location is found, both the actual key and the data
content are stored. This technique provides a search, which results in a collision, to be
resolved by comparing the key field with that stored in the hash table. As an example of
this algorithm, suppose we want to store a 100 possible keys into a hash table of size 17.
If the modulo 17 function is used as a means to transform the keys to an index, we may
have a partial hash table that looks like the following:
Table 15. Hash table using Open Chaining - Linear Probe
KEY DATA HASH INDEX HASH DATA
100 Apple 15 (100, Apple)
75 Orange 32 (75, Orange)
32 Orange 15 COLLISION
16 (32, Orange)
33 Pear 16 COLLISION
17 (33, Pear)
68 Grape 0 (68, Grape)
In this example we see that when the key 32 maps to a hash index of 15, a collision
occurs. Therefore, in order to resolve the collision, the hashing algorithm finds the next
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available slot, which in this case is 16. Unfortunately, the problem is not solved; since
now when key 33 maps to 16, its location is occupied, resulting in another collision. It is
obvious that although this algorithm is capable of handling collisions, it can lead to
clustering.
To address this, another approach, quadratic hashing, can be used so that if a collision
does occur the alternate locations attempted are increasing increments of integers
squared, modulo the table size. Unfortunately, even this approach shares a problem of
the linear probe. Namely, it is difficult to manage the maintenance of such a table when
deleting or changing elements.
Chained hashing tries to overcome these limitations by utilizing linked lists. Here each
element of the hash table becomes a node of a link list containing the key, the data, and a
pointer to the next key that is mapped to the same index. This scheme allows for a hash
table to have a load factor that is greater than 1 . This means that more elements can be
stored in the table than there are static table locations. However, due to the addition of
pointer manipulation the performance and complexity of chained hashing becomes the
limiting factor in its use.
Regardless of which approach is taken, hashing, as stated before, provides for a fast
means to access data. This is manifested by the ability of hashing to reduce the
complexity in time of a search by an order of magnitude [5, 25]. Which is why




As mentioned before, LZW has been chosen as the algorithm for implementation in this
paper, since it provides for an adaptive solution with low processor overhead
requirements. However, there are still other issues that need to be considered prior to
implementing any form of compression.
One of these issues is the lack of predictability in the output of the compressor. This lack
of predictability makes it difficult to allocate storage space or bandwidth. This
uncertainty is similar to predicting the inter-arrival time in queuing systems. And, like
queuing system design, the key here is to account for the statistical variance of
compression in the design of the system.
Another consideration is the need for random access to compressed data. This only
becomes an important issue in the storage of information to a random access device. In
this case, the block size of the input data must be adjusted so that compression can be
achieved, while providing for a small enough window that can accommodate pseudo
random access. This concern is really not an issue in most cases, since the trend today is
going towards large block transfers between the device and the processor. Moreover, in
the storage of data for archiving, such as in the hard drive backup, random access is not
generally required. In network gateways from LANs to WANs data is being statistically
multiplexed and demultiplexed, therefore it is mostly accessed in a first in first out
manner, hence not requiring random access.
Once these items have been considered, one must decide where in the system
compression belongs. Consideration should be given to putting the compression in the
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main processor, in the device controller, or even in the application program. The answer
to this question, for our application of compression as a single context intermediate filter
in disk storage and data transmission, is driven by the need for transparency. That is to
say, the compression/decompression needs to be fast enough, and work behind the
scenes, so that it can be considered transparent to the user.
3.8 The Need forHardware Compression
There are two main reasons for compression to be hardware based. One is due to the
previously mentioned need to meet the requirement for speed. The other is to provide for
a transparent interface to the systems developer to simplify implementation.
First, LZW compression can be implemented in software but will be slow compared to a
hardware implementation. This is due to the dependence of the compression on the hash
calculation time. Typical software implementations would require around 40 memory
cycles per character and code [1
,
p. 1 7]
If we assume that an implementation of LZW, which outputs 1 2 bit code, will have an
average of 1.5 RAM accesses per input symbol, a hardware implementation can be
realized which provides for stable operation given that the input symbol rate [1, p. 17] is
not greater than:
(Clock Speed)/(1.5 + (Compression Ratio)"1) = Input Symbol Rate
This is derived from the fact that each input character is going to require 1.5 RAM
accesses, giving 1 .5 x Input Rate. In addition to this, time is required to update the table,
which occurs every time a new string appears. This is quantified as the Symbol Rate x
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(1/Compression Ratio). Therefore, if this is implemented on a system supporting a 25
MHz clock, with an average compression ratio of 2:1, a steady input rate of 12.5 MB/s
can be sustained.
The following equation can be used to estimate the stable output rate [1, p. 17]:
(Clock Speed)/(1 + 1 .5(Compression Ratio))
= Output Code Rate
This is derived from the fact that the output rate is directly related to the clock rate, since
for every input symbol a clock cycle (T) is required. Additionally, since an output only
occurs when there is not a match in the table, this suppresses the output by 1.5 T x
Compression Ratio.
The implications of this equation are quite important. They provide an insight into what
can be done to the design in order to meet system requirements. For example if we are
given a 25 MHz clock, with the other parameters above remaining the same, and are
required to feed a 10 MB/s receiver, we will not be able to compress data without
starving the receiver. Moreover, if the requirement is that we needed to maintain a
compression ratio of 1.5 then we would need to either increase the clock rate, handle
multiple characters per clock cycle (T), or find a searching scheme that requires only 1
RAM access per input symbol. If we increase the clock speed to 33 MHz and only
require 1 RAM access per input symbol, we can sustain a 10 MB/s output with a 2.3:1
compression ratio. Obviously, these new parameters provide for a sustained input data
rate of 23 MB/s. The only problem is that we need to figure out a way to meet these
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assumptions. The 33 MHz clock, and devices with appropriate access times, are readily
available, so this does not pose a problem.
To meet the need of only one T per input symbol, we can utilize an Associative
Processing (ASP) coprocessor. Since the table look ups made during compression, are an
excellent candidate for an associative match the need for hashing can be eliminated
altogether. This topic will be discussed in detail in section 4.
Using ASP will have a marked improvement in the compression. Moreover, for the sake
of partitioning the roles of the main processor and compression/decompression
coprocessor, ASP is used for decompression as well. This approach off loads work from
the main processor and also provides for easier understanding of the algorithm.
Improved compression is an added advantage of utilizing ASP. This is manifested in the
following observation. The 1.5 RAM accesses per input symbol assumption, when using
hashing, is based on the fact that we are willing to give up on the efficiency of
compression by ignoring codes that result in deep searches into the table. If this is not
done, then as the size of the source grows and the complexity of the compression
increases, notable delays will be observed. Luckily, ASP eliminates the need for hashing
so that this tradeoff does not need to be made.
From the perspective of achieving the best compression, nothing exceeds programmatic
compression. This is compression which is achieved by manually insuring that data
structures and their contents are optimized, given we have full understanding of the
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source. But, due to our need for transparency for the developer, this is not the preferred
approach.
Moreover, due to problems with software hashing, such as its complexity in
understanding, implementation, and in the maintenance overhead associated with the
deletion of entries, a transparent hardware implementation is very appealing.
This is especially true in light of the fact that software is no longer inexpensive. It costs
$70 billion per year to maintain 10 billion lines of legacy code in the United States [28].
Additionally, software development productivity has dropped 13% since 1993, along
with the ratio ofbest to worst productivity widening from 4:1 in 1990 to 600:1 in 1995.
Since hardware is becoming cheaper and software is rising in cost, it makes sense to
improve the software development life cycle. One of the ways this can be achieved is by
providing a means to utilize a transparent hardware implementation, which not only leads
to a system that is faster, but results in a system that is easier to understand and maintain.
Additionally, because the implementation is transparent and in hardware, we can
implement it once and let all applications automatically take advantage of it.
Since the proposal in this paper calls for a single context implementation such as in the
storage of data from the main processor to the device, or in a network gateway, which





The associative processing paradigm is at least 40 years old and categorically falls into
the Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) class of parallel processors. Associative
Processors evolved out of an interest of researchers to develop a computing paradigm that
was closer in organization to the human mind. Associative Processors (ASP) are
designed using Content Addressable Memories (CAM) as their basis. A CAM, as its
name implies, allows for a parallel search ofmemory that is not address-based. In fact,
CAM is best utilized when associated data are stored adjacent to each other, allowing for
a match on one part of the data to give a simple reference to its associated neighbor.
Unlike a CAM by itself, an ASP is capable of doing reads/writes to CAM based on the
manipulation of a mask register, which can limit the extent of a match, and/or the
manipulation of a response from a previous search of CAM. It is because of these
fundamental principles of associative processing that algorithms that require any form of
table look up, such as LZW, can be optimized, with less effort than in traditional
approaches.
A classic example of how associative processing works can be seen in the following
situation. Ifwe are in front of lecture room filled with people and want to ask a person
named
"Tom"
a question, we can either ask each individual sequentially, if they are
"Tom", or we can broadcast the question to everyone, and observe who raises their hand.
The first approach can be considered analogous to RAM access, and is obviously a slow
process. The later method is similar to how CAM works. Using the CAM approach, the
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person that raises their hand, is considered a responder. Upon seeing the responder, the
response can be used to direct the question we needed to ask.
The obvious problem with this approach is that there may be more then one person
named
"Tom"
in the room. The answer to this can be approached in two ways. One is to
simply make the query more selective, by adding more detail. Unfortunately, this does
not always prevent multiple responses. Therefore, there is a need to introduce a multiple
response resolver to the ASP. This resolver can be based on a top down priority scheme,
allowing for each response to be indexed sequentially.
An ASP generally consists of a CAM array, with associated Row Logic, and a Control
Unit (CU). The CU works much like a CU in a traditional processor, in that it is
responsible for instruction sequencing, and data I/O. Additionally, it is the CU where the
Mask and Comparand Registers are located. Let us examine the logic structure of these
registers shown in Figure 9 [5, p. 10].
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From this it is seen that the Mask register must contain a
"1"
in the position where we
would like to match the Comparand. Additionally, it is shown that two signals need to be
distributed to each bit in the CAM in order to do a match. The signal created by inverting
the Comparand can be used to evaluate the case of a
"0"
match.
Given the Match signals coming to the bits in CAM, let us examine the logic of the CAM
itself [5, p. 15].
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Obviously to implement a CAM array this cell needs to be cascaded both horizontally
and vertically.
The circuit shown implements write, read, and match functionality. The match
functionality just described requires the "result", which is stored in a responder flip-flop,
to be pre-set high. So, if there is a mismatch in any bit of the word, the mismatch line
goes high; this results in the responder flip-flop being reset.
A write can be accomplished by the CU propagating the Wl and WZ signals, along with
the use of the responder signal, to either write to contents of CAM selectively or in
parallel. The power of this feature is seen in the fact that the entire content of CAM can
be initialized in a single clock cycle.
To read from the CAM array, the responder is used as a trigger to put the contents of the
flip-flop in Figure 1 0, on the readout lines. These lines are then read into a register in the
CU. Note, that the readout can simply be implemented using "wired or". Because of
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this, care should be taken to not activate multiple responder lines concurrently, otherwise
the output of the readout may be meaningless. To help with this, the responder register,
called a response store, is coupled with the Multiple Response Resolver (MRR)
mentioned earlier. In addition to this, this extra logic provides for the pre-setting of the
response store. AMRR is shown in Figure 1 1 [5, p. 17].





















In this design, the highest level responder inhibits the output of all the responders below
it. This results in only the first active responder remaining active. Since, the inhibit
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signal results in the remaining response store being reset, a way to get the next match is
to set a status bit in the CAM, indicating that it was previously accessed, and performing
a match excluding the word which has its status bit set. This process can be executed
repeatedly until the CAM results in a "no response". The some/no response bit is an
added bonus of this circuit, and is fed to CU as part of a status word.
An alternative approach to this MRR circuit is to utilize a clocked JK flip-flop with
additional combinatorial logic that provides for a "Select
Next"
signal into the CAM.
This provides for an implementation in which the contents of the Response Store are not
destroyed with a Select Next Operation. This is really not a big enhancement since the
sequential access into the response store requires a clock cycle per iteration. This is the
same time required to redo a match in the CAM. Regardless, circuits for this approach
can be found in Kohonen [10, p. 137] and Storman [25, p. 31].
Unfortunately, the real problem with the MRR is not solved by either circuit. Both of
these circuits share a problem manifested by the cascading of the inhibit signal through a
gate in each word of CAM. Fortunately, Foster provides the solution via a carry look
ahead like circuit [5, p. 149]. Foster shows that using this circuit a memory containing
2n
words ofCAM will have a worst case of only 2n-l gate delays.
The logic diagrams above were provided to help illustrate the functionality of a bit
parallel, word parallel CAM. This is the type of CAM that is chosen as the core for the
implementation of LZW compression in this paper. Next, we present some of the
integration issues associated with the realization of such a device.
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4.2 Integration Issues
4.2.1 Constituents of a cell
A CMOS static CAM cell is shown in the following circuit [32, p. 590].










This cross coupled circuit is very similar to a circuit for static RAM, except for the
addition of transistors Nl, N2, and N3. In fact, the read and write functionality is
identical to a RAM. From an external interface perspective, the only difference, other
than the addition of the match functionality, is that a word is not selected using the
traditional decoder.
The addition of gates Nl, and N2 form an XOR gate which provides for the recognition
of a match of the level on the bit lines. During a match the select line is not used.
Instead, the data needing to be matched is presented on the bit lines, providing for the
XOR to pass the required signal to N3, so that the pre-charged match line, by a weak
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PMOS transistor, can be pulled low during a mismatch condition. Furthermore, the N3
gate serves as a distributed NOR gate, allowing a mismatch in any bit of the word to pull
the match line low.
Using this circuit, some/no response functionality can be achieved by connecting the
match line of every word to the base of a gate that is connected to ground and to common
a line, which is pulled up via a weak PMOS transistor, indicating some/no response.
Therefore, as long there is a match in at least one word the line will be pulled to ground,
indicating some response.
A dynamic CAM cell is implemented by Storman [25, p. 12], and has the following
circuit.




This circuit is similar to the circuit for Dynamic RAM [32, p. 568]. However, this circuit
requires one additional transistor. In this circuit, a read or write is accomplished by
asserting the select line and either sensing the value stored in the gate capacitance at a and
b, or by charging the gate capacitance. In this circuit the match line is also pre-charged.
Thus, a mismatch in any bit of the word will result in the line being pulled low. Pre-
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charging of the match line is guaranteed since we know that either node a or b, will be
active, therefore providing a path for the gate at node c to discharge. Due to the fact that
this circuit is not cross-coupled, for a match to be successful, the complement of the data
needs to be presented on the bit lines. A cross-coupled version, which overcomes this
requirement, can be configured very easily. However, Storman [25] provides VLSI
layouts of both these circuits, and shows that the non cross-coupled version is more
compact and can be implemented in 21A. X 34X., with X=1.5p.m, while the cross-coupled
version occupies 21X X 38A.. Since we are interested in optimizing the utilization of real
estate, the non cross-coupled cell is recommended for implementation; given that the CU
should easily be able to handle the need for complemented arguments during a match
operation.
An added advantage of this cell is that it provides for masking individual rows of the
CAM array. This is accomplished by clamping both bit lines low during the pre-charge
and match operation.
All that is needed to create a CAM array using this cell are sense amplifiers and refresh
circuitry to prevent the contents of the elements being stored at nodes a, and b from
leaking to an illegal level. Combine this with a MRR, and a CU, as described above, an
ASP can be realized.
4.2.2 Scalability
Using the above design we can create CAM with an arbitrarily large number ofwords, by
vertically scaling the memory across multiple chips. Unfortunately, horizontal scalability
is an issue due to the problem with cascading match lines along chip boundaries [25]. As
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a result, it is preferred to optimize the maximum number of bits per word on to a single
chip.
In order to implement 1 6 bit output codes for LZW will require storage for 40 bits, 1 6
bits for the prefix, 8 for the extension character, and 16 for the code. If we require an
additional 2 bits of storage for miscellaneous functionality, the total bit requirement will
be 42.
Using a conservative level of integration (X=0.5um), by today's standards, and a
minimum feature size of 2X, the CAM described above can be easily implemented even
using a 6350 urn die size. In fact, with these constraints we can horizontally cascade 604
cells, although this will leave us no room for the support logic, or the CU. Moreover,
there is no package that would provide the pin requirements for such an IC.
Conservatively, it is safe to say that a 42 bit word can be realized, especially since
Storman [25] provides for a design of a 70 bit X 64 word using X=l .5(im.
Although, cascading 604 cells is unrealistic, it is generally recommended to make the
CAM as wide as possible, since this provides for a lot of flexibility at the application
level. However, if due to pin or real estate constraints the size required can not be
implemented, the miscellaneous bits can be used as tag bits, to provide a means of
associating adjacent vertical words in CAM as belonging to the same word. This idea is
actually implemented in this paper due to the need to implement 16 bit output code words
and the limitation of the simulator to model the actual Coherent Processor, which has a




The Coherent Processor (CP) [31] is a commercial associative processor that implements
the functionality described above, with some variations, as well as some additional
functionality. The CP is designed to work as a coprocessor to a host system. Hence, it is
implemented as a bus-based daughter board. The main advantage of the CP is that it
provides for a Writable Control Store (WCS). The WCS is microcode that is generated
by utilizing a CP Assembly compiler provided with the CP. The generated WCS is
downloaded to the CP upon initialization.
The CP is logically separated into three parts: control section, memory, and row logic.
The control section contains the instruction sequencer, WCS, bus interface logic, and
three registers to interface with the CAM. These registers include: "NeverMatch", Mask,
and a multi-functional data register. The data register is used for reading, writing, and
presenting the comparand to the CAM. The Mask register works as described earlier
with exception that a
"1"
in a mask bit position implies that the bit should be ignored.
The "Never
Match"
register is used in conjunction with the mask register and serves as a
way to globally assert "don't
match"
conditions. In this register a
"0"
implies that the bit
should be ignored.
A software library is provided to access the features of the CP from the host. This library
includes functions that can be used in C/C++ to serve as a message passing interface to
theCP.
The memory section of the CP contains an array of scalable CAM, which is connected by
a linear interconnection network. Each word of CAM consists of a 32 bit word and an
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associated 4 bit tag. These tag bits are the only portion of the CAM that can be bit
selectively written to. The main 32 bits of CAM must be written to in their entirety or
not written to at all. Furthermore, the tag bits can not be written to directly via the data
register; they need to be updated via the WCS.
The row logic section of the CP contains considerably more functionality than described
earlier. The input to the row logic is a single match line from each word of CAM.
Included in the row logic are three general purpose single bit registers. These registers
can be used to store the value of the match line. Furthermore, the values of these
registers can be combined by using a General Purpose Logic Block (GPLB), which
implements all logical functions of three variables. There is one GPLB in the row logic
of every word of CAM. The results of the registers can also be loaded into a Multiple
Response Register (MRReg), which serves as a response store. The MRReg is contained
within a Multiple Response Resolver (MRR) which provides for the ability to
sequentially, and non destructively select multiple responses by using the "Select
Next"
control signal from the CU. However, the output of both the MRReg and the MRR
(MRROut) are independently accessible and can be loaded in to a separate shift register
(SR) in the row logic. Optionally, the output of the MRR (MRROut), SR, and the GPLB
can be loaded into one of the general purpose registers. Moreover, the output of either
the MRROut, SR, or the GPLB, can be used to assert the select line of the CAM.
Two additional features of the row logic include the ability to handle multi-word logic,
and the ability of the MRR to provide status of the CAM, indicating whether a match
occurred, or if more than one match occurred in the CAM. The multi-word logic is
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implemented by providing the first register in each row the ability to store its value, after
being logically ANDed with contents of the first register from the row above, whenever
the
"MatchNext"
instruction is executed by the CU.
The CP provides for more features than what is needed for our implementation.
However, since it supports our needs, while providing for extensibility in concept, a
simulator of the CP is chosen to demonstrate the advantages of ASP as they relate to
LZW data compression.
4.4 Alternatives
Obviously, the CP is not the only way to implement CAM and compression is not the
only application that can benefit from it. CAM has already made it to the mainstream in
general computers. CAM is used in the majority of computers to provide for set
associative caches. Moreover, the need for ASP is very much needed in the area of
database mining and analysis. Watterson shows that the data warehousing industry is
going to grow from $1.46 million in 1995 to $5.6 million in 2000 with an estimated
return on investment of 401% and a 2.3 year pay back [29]. With the amount of data
growing as fast as it is and with the onset of a trend to utilize methodologies such as on
line analytical processing (OLAP), which provide for response to queries on enormously
large databases in real-time, techniques such as bit mapping indices are being applied.
Using this technique, every possibility in a field is stored as a unique binary digit,
assuming the cardinality of the field is relatively small. This provides the opportunity to
perform searches on a specific bit pattern, and then by association its record can be
retrieved. Converting the bit mapped index back to meaningful data is simply a lookup
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into a separate dictionary [29]. This idea of a bit mapped database has already been
implemented in commercial products by companies such as Sybase, Oracle, and Red
Brick. However, due to performance requirements these products are running on
symmetrical multiprocessor systems, ormassively parallel processor systems.
It is believed that ASP offers a simpler, and less expensive solution, which is better suited
for the implementation of bit mapped indices. In fact, DARPA is sponsoring research at
Rutgers University to design and build an architecture that provides for a system that is
able to be used in discovery systems, such as database mining [34]. To this end, Rutgers
has proposed the CAM2000 associative processor. Their idea is to replace the RAM in a
conventional computer with CAM. Here, each word of CAM will be coupled with a
word width processor, working at memory speeds. The investigators see this approach as
the dual of cache. They see this approach as putting a small processor in every word of
memory, instead of a little memory in the processor. Furthermore, it is proposed that
such a system can function as a hybrid system, since the CAM would be able to emulate
conventional RAM.
Potter offers a slight twist to the ASP paradigm [6, 26]. He is working on the
development of high level associative programming language. This language is stated to
be portable from a parallel computer, emulating ASP via its interconnection network, to a
conventional single processor workstation. In this context the hardware is not important
but the logic in associative reasoning is, since it will result in simpler, and less expensive,
software solutions.
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Other applications of ASP that are currently being examined include detection systems
for high energy particles, network routing, and artificial intelligence. These areas are
being pursued for research by the NASA Langley Research Center, with collaboration
from industry, through the NASA Technology Transfer Program.
It is due to these diverse ideas related to ASP that it is recommended as a technology for
incorporation in general purpose computers, and not just for data compression.
4.5 Architecture for Compression using Associative Processing
For the purpose of utilizing ASP as a compression coprocessor it is recommended that it
be similar in architecture to the CP, since the CP has most of the features that are required
for this implementation. This should support the idea of the main sequential processor as
the controller and use of the ASP host as the core for string table management during
both compression and decompression, as one of its applications. The interface between
the processor and the associative coprocessor should be relatively lightweight, providing
a message packet containing data and status.
Other elements in the LZW engine should be a CU, CAM, and Row Logic. These
elements should be limited to provide only what is needed to optimize the LZW
algorithm, and utilize minimal floor space, while providing for flexibility so that it can be
reused by other applications. Another important feature that should be incorporated is
vertically scalable CAM, which, as suggested before, can work much like cache memory
today. After being trimmed and optimized the architecture for the coprocessor is shown
in Figure 14.
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Although this architecture is slightly different from that of the CP we can still use the CP
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4.6 A variable length 12 bit code implementation of LZW
compression using Associative Processing
In this section, a 12 bit implementation ofLZW compression with the FREEZE heuristic
is provided utilizing the CP simulator. Additionally, the approach taken is to start with
an output of 9 bit codes and increment the number of bits in the output code until the
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maximum code, using the current code size, is reached. The 12 bit version is
attempted
first since it is believed that this approach will provide for a good solution for moderate
sized sources, while being conservative on resource requirements, requiring only 4096
words ofCAM. This implementation will be benchmarked using a standard compression
evaluation corpus [33]. Additionally, the results will be compared to results utilizing the
UNIX compress utility. The C source code and the CP macro assembly code of the
Associative Processing implementation can be found in Appendix A and B respectively.
One of the first decisions that needs to be made is in regard to the representation of the
string table inside CAM. Since this implementation calls for 12 bit codes, this fits
perfectly into the 32 bit word of the CP. This implementation will use 12 bits for the
prefix code, 8 bits for the extension character, and 12 bits for the code of the composite
string.
4.6.1 Data Structure
A representative data structure looks like the following:
Figure 15. CAMData Structurefor 12 bit LZW
32 bit CAM word
12 bit prefix












The above figure shows three CAM words with logical field assignments as described
earlier. The binary value 1000 in the tag field is arbitrarily chosen for this
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implementation, it does not impact this implementation. However, it does become useful
for the 16 bit implementation that will be discussed in the next section.
The content of the 8 bit char field will contain the ASCII value of the extension character.
In the first 12 bits of each word we store the value of the code that represents the prefix
string. As suggested before, this approach is taken to provide for tractability in space
allocation. The last 12 bits in each word contain the value of the code that represents the
composite of the prefix code and the extension character. With these definitions for the
fields, the LZW algorithm provided earlier is still valid. The only difference is that the
access to the data structures needs to be adjusted. Returning to the earlier example of
compression using LZW we see that the string table, in CAM, after the completion of
compressing the input stream, given in Figure 7, looks like the following figure:




4095 65 65 1000
4095 66 66 1000
4095 67 67 1000
65 66 68 1000
66 65 69 1000
68 67 70 1000
67 66 71 1000
69 66 72 1000
72 65 73 1000
65 65 74 1000
74 65 75 1000
75 65 76 1000
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4.6.2 CP Macros
The host processor uses a user data structure (UDS) as the method to access and execute
the macro instructions which were downloaded, via the WCS, to the CP. This UDS is
defined to be a record of three 32 bit words, with the following assignments.
Figure 1 7. UserData Structurefor CAM interface
User Data Structure (UDS)
0 Data Exchange with CP
1 Data Exchange with CP
2 Status From CP
These assignments were chosen to make use of the UDS more consistently. However, in
order to optimize the implementation, it is recommended that only a single word UDS be
used and allow its usage to be dependent on its context. This is due to the fact that the
message-passing functions provided with the CP, transfer the entire UDS, even if only
one word needs to be transferred. Since a bus transfer can only accommodate a single
word transfer at a time, this approach artificially inflates the number of bus cycles
required per CAM access to 3.
Using this UDS, the host processor begins the compression process by initializing the
CAM to contain a
"0"
in all bit positions. Next, the CAM is loaded with the extended
ASCII character set. Note, when initializing the string table, we load <FFF> in the upper
12 bits of the CAM. This is done so that later, when we encounter a string that is a
NULL followed by a character, <000><char>, it does not become mistaken for a single
character. We limit the maximum code size to <FFE> so that we do not run into a similar
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problem with the string <FFF><char>. Additionally, the value 256 is reserved to
represent an EOF in the compressed output, it is added to the string table as well.
Once initialized, compression is accomplished by parsing strings from the input and
presenting them for a match operation in the CAM. The first string presented to the
CAM is guaranteed to be the composite of two characters; therefore the word presented to
the CAM will contain the code for the first character in the 12 high order bits and the
ASCII value of the second in the intermediate 8 bits. During this match operation the 12
low order bits are masked off. If the response to a match is "some
response"
then we read
the lower 12 bits of the word and set the 12 high order bits of the new search criterion
equal to this value, along with the ASCII value of the next input character in the lower 8
bits. There is no need to resolve the output of the match, since the string table will never
contain more than one entry of the same value.
This process is repeated until a match returns a "no response". In this case, the prefix
code is sent to an output buffer manager. Additionally, as long as the table is not full, we
add the string that resulted in a no match to the string table. This is accomplished by
performing a match on the last code added to the string table and putting the response in
the shift register. The shift register is shifted down one position allowing it to be used as
the select index to the next available location in CAM, where the new entry is made.
Since we are utilizing variable length output codes, the output manager must accomplish
two tasks. One, it must track when the output bit size needs to be
"bumped"
up. Also,
since most computer systems do not provide for a non byte aligned output, the output
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manager must store the output codes sent to it in a 4 byte buffer register. It shifts out 1
byte at a time, when all the bits in that byte are defined.
During decompression, codes are loaded into a similar buffer. This buffer feeds the
decompression process with codes that are equal in length to the current size of the code.
The decompressor takes this code and presents it to the lower 12 bits of the CAM. If
there is "some response", we read the contents of the entire word that resulted in a match.
Since we store the code for the prefix in the 12 high order bits of the word, we put the
extension character, which is in the intermediate 8 bits, on a stack, and perform a match
utilizing the prefix code as the match criterion for the lower 12 bits. This process is
iterated until we reach a code that represents a primitive character. At this point we
output this character to the output stream followed by the characters from the stack.
The table during the decompression process is updated with each code read from the
input. This is done by taking the last code received and concatenating it to the extension
character of the current code. If there is space available in the string table, this composite
string is written to the CAM using the same technique described for compression.
4.6.3 Accomplishments
The results of this implementation are evaluated by applying this implementation to the
Calgary Corpus [33], which is a collection of diverse data sources. The contents of the
sources are described in Table 16. The file
"test"
is not listed in this table since it is not
part of the corpus. This file contains the source code for the 12 bit Associative
Processing implementation.
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Table 16. Calgary Corpus [33J
File Description
bib Bibliographic files (refer format)
bookl Hardy: Far from the madding crowd
book2 Witten: Principles of computer speech
geo Geophysical data
news News batch file
objl Compiled code for Vax: compilation ofprogp
obj2 Compiled code for Apple Macintosh:
Knowledge support system
paper 1 Witten, Neal and Cleary: Arithmetic coding for
data compression
paper2 Witten: Computer (in)security
paper3 Witten: In search of
"autonomy"
paper4 Cleary: Programming by example revisited
paper5 Cleary: A logical implementation of arithmetic
paper6 Cleary: Compact hash tables using bi-directional
linear probing
pic Picture number 5 from the CCITT Facsimile test
files (text + drawings)
progc C source code: compress version 4.0
progl Lisp source code: system software
progp Pascal source code: prediction by partial
matching evaluation program
trans Transcript of a session on a terminal
Results of the 1 2 bit implementation are compared to those achieved by applying the
UNIX compress utility to the same sources. The results are summarized below in Table
17.
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Table 1 7. Compression resultsfor 12 bit implementation
UNIX Comp. UNIX Comp.
ASP 12 Bit w/ clear code ASP 12 Bit w/ clear code
File Orig. Size Comp. Size Comp. Size Comp. Ratio Comp. Ratio
test 10798 5111 5111 2.112698102 2.112698102
paper5 11954 6669 6580 1.792472635 1.816717325
paper4 13286 7091 6957 1.873642646 1.909731206
objl 21504 16575 14048 1.297375566 1.530751708
paper6 38105 22952 18695 1.660203904 2.03824552
progc 39611 24119 19143 1.642315187 2.069215901
paper3 46526 23573 22163 1.973698723 2.09926454
progp 49379 22944 19209 2.152153068 2.57061794
paperl 53161 30849 25077 1.723264936 2.119910675
progl 71646 34565 27148 2.072790395 2.639089436
paper2 82199 41325 36161 1.989086509 2.27313957
trans 93695 50193 38240 1.866694559 2.450183054
geo 102400 78404 77777 1.306055813 1.316584594
bib 111261 53502 46528 2.079567119 2.391269773
obj2 246814 302192 128659 0.816745645 1.91835783
news 377109 232460 182121 1.622253291 2.070650831
pic 513216 69876 62215 7.344667697 8.249071767
book2 610856 346196 250759 1.764480237 2.436028218
bookl 768771 390459 332056 1.96889046 2.315184788
This table illustrates that the 12 bit implementation performs reasonably well for short
sources. However, as the source size increases it is apparent that, in most cases, the
Associative Processing implementation does not perform as well. This is probably due to
the fact that the string table is being filled too quickly. Therefore, the contents of the
table do not necessarily include codes for some of the longer strings that would normally
result in better compression. Since the UNIX
"compress"
utility performs better than the
12 bit ASP version, we look to it for insight. Therefore an associative implementation of
LZW, which utilizes a maximum 1 6 bit output code, is attempted next.
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4.7 A variable length 16 bit code implementation of LZW
compression usingAssociative Processing
This implementation is similar to the 12 bit version, except for the obvious difference in
the maximum output code. Moreover, since the CP simulator works with CAM words
which are 32 bits wide, we need to utilize two words for each code entry into the string
table. This is since we need to use 1 6 bits to represent the prefix code, 8 bits to represent
the extension character, and 1 6 bits to represent the code of the composite string. This
requirement results in the need for a string table containing
216
x 2 words. Obviously, if
this compressor is realized as an ASIC, the word width should be at least 40 bits, as
suggested earlier.
4.7.1 Data Structure
The data structure for this implementation is shown in Figure 1 8 below.
Figure 18. CAMData Structurefor 16 bit LZW
32 bit CAM word
Tag
xxxx 1 6 bit codeword 8 bit ascii
xxxx xxxx 16 bit codeword
xxxx 16 bit codeword 8 bit ascii
xxxx xxxx 16 bit codeword
xxxx 16 bit codeword 8 bit ascii







The above figure shows six CAM words which are being used to store three entries of the
string table. Note that the first word of each entry contains a binary 1000 in the tag bits,
while the second associated word contains binary 0000. Therefore, if we were to
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represent the string table after the completion of the compression of the input given in
Figure 7, the following would result.
Figure 19. Representation ofTable 13 in CAM using 16 bit codes
32 CAM Bits Tag
255 65535 65 1000
255 255 65 0000
255 65535 66 1000
255 255 66 0000
255 65535 67 1000
255 255 67 0000
0 65 66 1000
0 0 68 0000
0 66 65 1000
0 0 69 0000
0 68 67 1000
0 0 70 0000
0 67 66 1000
0 0 71 0000
0 69 66 1000
0 0 72 0000
0 72 65 1000
0 0 73 0000
0 65 65 1000
0 0 74 0000
0 74 65 1000
0 0 75 0000
0 75 65 1000
0 0 76 0000
4.7.2 CP Macros
The main features of the compression and decompression function as before, with the
major difference being that the maximum code is now <FFFE>. Therefore, the input and
output buffers are adjusted to track variable length codes from 9 to 16 bits in length.
Additional differences are described in what follows.
As before, when we begin either compression or decompression, we initialize the CAM
to contain all possible ASCII values as well as EOF. In the lower 8 bits of the first word
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we place the value of the symbol. Additionally, we place 1000 in the tag bits of this
word so that it can be identified later. The immediate successor of this word contains the
second word of this structure, and is identified by a 0000 in its tag bits. Here we load the
same symbol value, in the lower 16 bits. All bits that are not used are set to "1", for the
same reason as before.
With this setup, we can find out if a prefix string and extension character combination
exist in the string table by doing a match on the lower 24 bits of all words containing
1000 in their tag bits. If this match results in "some response", we can access the
associated code by loading the response in the shift register and shift down one.
Similarly, during decompression the corresponding prefix string and extension character
of a code can be determined by performing a match operation on the lower 16 bits of all
words containing 0000 in their tag bits. If this results in a response we can read the
associated word above by utilizing the shift register to shift the response up one word.
Using these techniques, a 16 bit associative LZW compression/decompression
implementation is realized. The source code for this is provided in Appendix C and D.
4.8 Results
It is observed, by examining the following table, that 16 bit output codes enhance
compression. This supports the premise that the 12 bit implementation did not sample
enough of the input to create an optimal string table.
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Table 18. Compression resultsfor 16 bit implementation
UNIX Comp. UNIX Comp. UNIX Comp. UNIX Comp.
ASP 16
Bit*
w/o clr code w/ clear code w/o clr
code*
w/ clear code
File Orig. Size Comp. Size Comp. Size Comp. Size Comp. Ratio Comp. Ratio
test 10798 5111 5111 5111 2.112698102 2.112698102
papers 11954 6580 6580 1.816717325 1.816717325
paper4 13286 6957 6957 1.909731206 1.909731206
objl 21504 14048 14048 14048 1.530751708 1.530751708
paper6 38105 18695 18695 2.03824552 2.03824552
progc 39611 19143 19143 2.069215901 2.069215901
paper3 46526 22163 22163 2.09926454 2.09926454
progp 49379 19209 19209 2.57061794 2.57061794
paperl 53161 25077 25077 2.119910675 2.119910675
progl 71646 27148 27148 2.639089436 2.639089436
paper2 82199 36161 36161 2.27313957 2.27313957
trans 93695 38240 38240 38240 2.450183054 2.450183054
geo 102400 77777 77777 1.316584594 1.316584594
bib 111261 46528 46528 2.391269773 2.391269773
obj2 246814 128660 128659 128659 1.91835783 1.91835783
news 377109 178807 182121 2.10902817 2.070650831
pic 513216 62215 62215 8.249071767 8.249071767
book2 610856 247596 247593 250759 2.46717799 2.436028218
bookl 768771 317133 332056 2.424128047 2.315184788
* Due to the extreme amount of time required to run simulations only limited runs were
performed. However, due to the similarity of the UNIX compress algorithm, it was
modified to accommodate the FREEZE heuristic, by not issuing a clear code to reset the
string table whenever the compression ratio seemed to be plummeting and the table was
full. This modification made the compression almost equal to that of the ASP
implementation, see table above. Therefore, it is valid to use the compression ratio of the
compress version without clear codes to represent the compression ratio of the ASP
version. A summary of the compression results are provided in the chart below.
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From this chart we see that the algorithm and replacement policy implemented in the 16
bit associative version performs equal to, if not better than the UNIX compress utility.
Also this chart illustrates the adaptive nature ofLZW, since it shows that it is able to do a
reasonable compression, with an approximate compression ratio of 2:1, on files of
diverse content. However, it should be noted that this is not a claim that LZW will
always perform in this manner. The actual compression achieved will depend very much
on the nature of the incoming data stream. In fact the
"pic"
file, which contains a CCITT
facsimile test image, serves to demonstrate the amount of variability that the compression
can have. It is likely that this file contains a significant amount of character repetition
redundancy, therefore leading to its high compression ratio. On the other hand, the file
"geo"
consists of geophysical data that should not contain a significant amount of
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repetitious data. This lack of redundancy results in a less than average compression ratio
for this file.
Performance, in terms of run time is difficult to evaluate. This is due to the fact that we
are using a simulator on a sequential machine to model the behavior of a parallel
architecture. However, the CP simulator does provide a means to count the number of
bus cycles required between the host and the CP. We use this metric to arrive at an
approximation as to the performance improvement. It is believed that the bus interface
will represent the most significant time consumption in the execution of compression on
such an architecture. Furthermore, for the purposes of comparison we assume that the
total time required will be 33% greater than that expended on bus transfers. This is
especially true in sight of the fact that we are using a UDS of three words. For the results
of the execution time comparisons, we use a typical bus cycle time of200 nS.
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Table 19. Run time approximationsfor 16 bit version
ASP Comp. ASP Decom.
ASP 16 Time (mS)
UNIX*
ASP 16 Time (mS)
UNIX*
bit Comp. w/ 33% Compress bit Decom. w/ 33% Decompress
File Bus Cyc. overhead tot. time (mS) Bus Cyc. overhead tot. time (mS)
test 58518 15.565788 220 47453 12.622498 180
paper5 230 220
paper4 260 200








trans 465310 123.77246 910 397682 105.783412 650
geo 1250 870
bib 1130 750
obj2 1246137 331.472442 2820 1040940 276.89004 1600
news 4750 2280
pic 2730 2210
book2 2642837 702.994642 7750 2259508 601.029128 3430
bookl 10620 4340
* The UNIX version of compress in this table does not utilize the clear code. It was
compiled using gcc, and it was executed on a Sun IPC running SunOS 4. 1 . The system
time measurements for the UNIX compress utility are accurate to 20mS.
For the same reason as before, only limited data using the 16 bit version is available.
However, it is unfair to use the simulations for this implementation to evaluate the
performance of the proposed system. Here, due to a 32 bit word size limitation of the
simulator, multiple CAM words are used to represent a single string table entry. This
results in an artificial elevation in the number of bus transfers required. In an ASIC
implementation, integrated with a system that has a 64 bit bus, the word size would be at
least 40 bits; hence the actual number of bus transfers would be fewer. In fact, the actual
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number of bus transfers will be somewhere between that required by the 1 6 bit version
and that required by the 12 bit version, as given below in Table 20.
Table 20. Run lime approximationsfor 12 bit version





12 bit Comp. w/ 33% Compress 12 bit Decom. w/ 33% Decompress
File Bus Cyc. overhead tot. time (mS) Bus Cyc. overhead tot. time (mS)
test 54622 14.529452 210 43557 11.586162 180
paper5 59003 15.694798 240 44957 11.958562 180
paper4 64050 17.0373 240 49173 13.080018 180
objl 90599 24.099334 360 56585 15.05161 260
paper6 152752 40.632032 520 106145 28.23457 330
progc 157998 42.027468 510 109057 29.009162 340
paper3 186022 49.481852 560 138177 36.755082 400
progp 197853 52.628898 540 151257 40.234362 380
paperl 20771 1 55.251126 640 145317 38.654322 430
progl 279174 74.260284 720 209241 55.658106 500
paper2 316879 84.289814 870 233533 62.119778 570
trans 356951 94.948966 910 255685 68.01221 640
geo 372964 99.208424 1240 215417 57.300922 860
bib 425009 113.052394 1070 317301 84.402066 750
obj2 801428 213.179848 2820 196309 52.218194 1600
news 1369096 364.179536 4150 903429 240.312114 2330
pic 2021913 537.828858 2680 1880181 500.128146 2130
book2 2228260 592.71716 5880 1535169 408.354954 3450
bookl 283041 1 752.889326 7650 2048797 544.980002 4380
* The UNIX version of compress in this table utilizes the clear code. It was compiled
using gcc, and it was executed on a Sun IPC running SunOS 4.1. The system time
measurements for the UNIX compress utility are accurate to 20mS.
Knowing this, let us compare the run time of the UNIX compress utility, without the clear
code, with the approximation for the 12 bit Associative Processing implementation.
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Figure 21. Relative performance improvement usingASP
% improvement in compression speed with ASP
test paper4 papers paper3 paperl paper2 geo obj2 pic
File
bookl
From this chart it is apparent that the Associative Processing implementation provides for
opportunities for considerable speed enhancement. The file
"pic"
serves to show that
sources that have high compression ratios do not require as many table lookups as those
with smaller compression ratios, therefore resulting in a lower speedup with ASP.
5. Commercial Hardware Compressors
There are a number of hardware compression engines commercially available. In this
section an overview of the feature of a few will be presented.
Hi/fn, a subsidiary of Stac Electronics, offers both a hardware and software version that
utilizes a Stac developed compression algorithm, LZS, which is Lempel-Ziv based. The
hardware products are available as the 9710/9711 co-processors [35]. They claim that
their processors offer a 4:1 compression ratio and can achieve compression speeds of 2.5
MB/s using external DRAM, and 8.0 MB/s using faster SRAM. A beneficial feature
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about this product is that it supports multiple histories. This provides for context
switching while maintaining optimal compression in each context.
Advanced Hardware Architectures offers two similar compression products: AHA3101,
and the AHA3410 StarLite [36, 37]. The AHA3101 implements the DCLZ compression
algorithm. This algorithm is also Lempel-Ziv based. They claim a 2:1 compression ratio,
that can support a 2.5 MB/s compression utilizing a 20 MHz clock. The chip utilizes
external SRAM for its dictionary, which implements the FREEZE replacement policy.
This chip is available for $35.75 - $71.50, depending on quantities, as of September 1997.
In the AHA3410 a 25 MHz clock is used to attain a compression rate of 25 MB/s. This
coprocessor ASIC is stated to be optimized for bit map image data, where the
compression ratio is assumed to be 13:1. Additionally, this ASIC does not require
external SRAM. This chip is available for $54.76
- $110.84, depending on quantities, as
of September 1997.
These speed estimates support the discussion of hardware implemented LZW, discussed




In this paper it has been shown that the proper management of data, from a storage and
transmission perspective, is very important. It is explained how the redundancy in
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information has created an overhead in the management of this information; at the same
time data compression is offered as a solution to this overhead.
To aid in the analysis of compression, the concept of entropy from information theory is
introduced. Entropy serves to provide a mechanism to understand the capabilities and
boundaries of compression. Moreover, the relationship between entropy and the length of
a message is established.
To provide insight into data compression, examples of various lossless algorithms are
presented. Furthermore, these examples serve to provide an understanding of the
advantages and disadvantages of the these approaches. From this, it is shown that LZW
is a simple yet effective choice for implementation as an adaptive data compression
engine. This is due to its simplicity, speed, and ability to be applied to sources for which
no a priori information is available.
Also, in this paper the power of associative processing is demonstrated. It is shown that
ASP can result in performance enhancement due to its ability to do a match in constant
time. Additionally, since ASP eliminates the need for hashing, a system implemented
using ASP can be implemented in less time and is generally easier to understand and
maintain.
Due to these advantages, an architecture is proposed to implement LZW using ASP.
Issues related to the realization of this architecture are presented as well. In order to
verify the stated benefits of ASP, the LZW algorithm is modified to take advantages of
the ASP architecture. This design is implemented utilizing a simulator of a commercial
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ASP, the Coherent Processor. Two approaches are examined to understand issues related
to the code word size. One implements the algorithm using 12 bit codes and the other
uses 16 bit codes.
From this, it is proven that a complex implementation of LZW using 16 bit codes, as in
the UNIX compress utility, can be easily matched in performance, developed in less time,
and yet is more readable, elegant and maintainable (see Appendices). All these factors
combined give merit to the use of associative processors in data compression. In fact,
even greater performance gains can be attained if the associative hardware is closely
coupled with the existing hardware without the use of the external bus. This, along with
the optimization of the developed software and architecture, is left as an exercise for
future enhancement. Nevertheless, in either form, it is believed that the associative
processor makes for a good general purpose hardware unit. Once added to an
architecture, it can be used for other functions as well.
Data compression was defined to be a term that refers to the reduction of data
representation requirements either in storage and/or in transmission. Some good and
obvious applications for this technology are in computer file servers, network print
servers, and multimedia applications. In all these applications, often the physical
bandwidth of the channel is not wide enough to allow for real time transmission, but with
compression and quick decompression using ASP, we come one step closer in reaching
this goal at a reduced cost.
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6.2 Significance
We live in a generation in which the computer has become the household pet. These
computers are being used for a multitude of purposes. However, a common feature of all
modern computer technology lies in its digital representation of data. Specifically, most
computers store each character as a code; ASCII and EBCDIC are two standards that are
used. In industry, the growth of electronic databases and other applications that consume
resources for the sake of data storage are ever growing. Bell Communications Research
predicts that the need for network bandwidth will increase over 20 fold in the next 10
years. From this, it is quite clear that whether at the office or at home, representing data
in the most compact form possible is highly desirable. To this end, some work has been
done in developing software data compressors. However, this approach has feasibility
constraints. Software compressors are generally not fast enough for real-time application
and generally do not provide for transparency. Hardware compressors that are currently
on the market may not meet the high speed of tomorrow's networks and devices. The
implementation presented in this paper bridges the gap by utilizing an associative
processor that meets our need for speed and transparency, while providing for less
complexity and easy maintainability.
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8. Appendix A: Main LZW 12 bit Code
* File: lzw.c Version: 2.03
*
Host C code for Lempel-Ziv-Welch Compression program implemented
* for the Coherent Processor. CP macros in lzw.ma
* Algorithm accepts variable size input and has variable size (9-12)
*
output. The data structure in CAM uses 1 words for each table entry
*
the word has 1000 in the tag this word uses all
* 32 bits. The HOBITS 32-20 bits we have the prefix code. In the next 8
*
bits we have the ascii extension char.
*
In the last 12 bits we have the code for the compounding of the
*
previous contents (20 bits) of the CAM.








?define COMPRESSED_EOF 256 /*This tells the decompressor stop reading*/
?define MAXCODE 4094 /*normally CAMSIZE-1; but 4095 is used for NULL*/
?define CAMSIZE 4096 /* Total CAM words used 2**12 */
/*
FUNCTION DECLARATION */
void compress ( ) ;
void decompress ( ) ;
void initCAMO ;
long compound ( ) ;
long shiftw ( ) ;
unsigned short getbitsf);





This is the driver function it parses in the input filename
*
determines if we want to compress or decompress via the -d flag
*
calls the appropriate function.
*




char *argv [ ] ;
{
FILE *input, *output;
char name [80] ;
allocateCP (CAMSIZE) ;
/* Tells the simulator how many CAM Words */
initCP(WCSCodeArray) ;
/* Downloads the WCS to the CP */
callCP(SetNeverMatch, NULL);
/*
we do not use the Never Match */
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if ( (argc < 2) | | (argc > 3) ) {




if (argc == 2) {
input=fopen (argv [1] , "rb") ;




output=fopen (name, "wb") ;
if (input==NULL | | output==NULL) '{
printf ("FATAL ERROR opening files. \n");
exit (-1) ;
>
compress (input, output) ;
if ( (argc == 3) && ! (strcmp ( "-d", argv [1] ) ) ) {
input=fopen (argv [2] , "rb") ;






output=fopen (name, "wb") ;
if (input==NULL | | output==NULL) {
printf ("FATAL ERROR opening files. \n");
exit (-1) ;
}
decompress (input, output) ;
}
fclose (input ) ;
fclose (output ) ;
printf ("Number of BUS accesses %d\n", CPStatistics ( ) ) ;





putbits writes a 9-12 bit ouput . Portions of this function are based
*
on code from DDJ-Nelson. Since we can not directly output non byte
*
aligned data, we utilize a 4 byte buffer, and output a byte at a time
*
as the bits become byte aligned. The BITS variable is used to inform
*
this function what the codeword size is. This is important since the
*
compressor increments the codeword size on the fly. The
*
contents of BITS should always be between 9 and 12.
*/








static to make persistent */
static unsigned long output_bit_buf fer=0L;
output_bit_buffer |=(unsigned long)code (32-BITS-output_bit_count) ;
output_bit_count += BITS;
/* BITS is a global */
-
while (output_bit_count >=8)
/* buffer contains more than */
{
/* 8 bits. So we can output */







getbits reads in a 9-12 bit input. Portions of this function are based
*
on code from DDJ-Nelson. This is the inverse function of putbits. We
*
utilize an input buffer of 4 bytes to read a byte at a time from the
*
input, but only present the code word to the program if it is codeword
*
size aligned. The BITS variable is used inform this
* function what the codeword size is. This is important since the
* decompressor also increments the codeword size on the fly. The
*
contents of BITS should always be between 9 and 12.
*/




register unsigned long ec
static int input_bit_count=0; /* static for persistence */
static unsigned long input_bit_buffer=0L;
/*
static unsigned int test_count=0; /****DEBUG****/
while ( (input_bit_count <= 24) && (feof (input ) ==0) )
{
if ( (ch=getc (input) ) !=EOF) {
/*
when EOF is seen feof rtns non 0 */














, test_count ) ; /+*****DEBUG********/
return (return value);
*
shiftw left shifts its argument 8 times and returns it in that form
*





return (prefix << 8 ) ;
}
/+ + + + +++++ + ++ + + + +* + + + + +*+ + ++++ + + + + + + + + ++ + + + + + + + * + + + ++ + ** + + ++ + + ++ + + + + + +










/* load all CAM words with a zero */
callCP(SelectAll, NULL);
/*
Make all CAM words have a response */
for (i=0; i < 256; i++) {
data[0] = (OxFFFOOOOO | ((i 12) | i) ) ;
/*
put data in order */
callCP (ResetCam, data);
}




compound returns the logical or of its first argument shifted left
* 20 bits and its second argument shifted 12 bits;
* This allows the prefix and ext . char to be stored in the 20 HOBITS
* in the CAM data structure. Note, since unused bits were initialized to
*
zero the logical or just returns the Is for all matters
*/
long compound (prefix, ch)
long prefix, ch;
{
return ((prefix 20) | (ch 12));
}
*
stackit is used to buffer the decompressed information so
*
that it prints in the correct order. Otherwise due to
*









static unsigned char decode_string [8000] ;
/*
max length is 8000 */
static unsigned int i=0;
/*
static to remember the last call */
if (op=='+') {
/*








pop the buffer */
while (i)




compress is the main function to handle the compression
* Algo:
* Read first input character into w
* Step: Read next input character K
* if no such K (ie. EOF): code (w) -> output; EXIT
* if wK exists in string table: wK -> w; repeat Step
*
else wK not in string table: code(w) -> output;
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*
wK -> String table;
* K -> w; repeat Step.
*/








unsigned short next_code = 257;
/*
unsigned int count=l; /******+deBUG*********/
initCAMO; /* load the initial string table */
printf ("LZWing . ...\n");
if ((code = getc (input)) == (unsigned) EOF)
{




printf (":%X: ", code) ; /****DEBUG****/
while ( (ch=getc (input) ) != (unsigned) EOF) {
/*count++; /*****DEBUG******/
/*printf ("ct:%d:%X: ", count, ch) ; /*****DEBUG*****/
data[0] = compound ( (long) code, (long)ch);
/*
create the match arg */
/*printf (":%X: ",data[0] ) ; /*****DEBUG*****/
callCP (MatchFullCode, data);
/* does this string exist */
if (CP_SR(data [2] ) !=0) {
/*
some response, ie. contents in CAM */
/*printf("In CAM\n"); /******DEBUG******/
callCP (ReadCodeFull, data);
/* if so, get its code */
code = (data[l] & OxOOOOOFFF) ;
/*





/*printf ("Not in CAM \n");
/*****DEBUG****** /
putbits (output, code) ;
code = ch;
if (next_code <= MAXC0DE) {
/* if table isn't full */
if (next_code == (1 BITS)) {/*do we need to bump */
BITS++;
printf ("BITS now: %d\n", BITS);
}
data[l] = (long) next_code
- 1;
/*
printf ("dl %X", data [1] ) ; /******DEBUG*******/
callCP (MatchLastCode,
data);/* find last code in tbl*/
datafl] = (data[0] I next_code++) ;
callCP (LoadTable, data);
/* load the table */
/*










putbits (output, code) ;
/* flush anything hanging around */
putbits (output, COMPRESSED_EOF) ;
putbits (output, 0) ;
/*
this will make sure anything in the putbits */
/* buffer gets flushed; since already sent */
/*
COMPRESSED_EOF this code could be anything */
/ + + + * + ** + + ** + + + * + ** + + + ?* + + * + * + ** + + + *** + + + * + + + '+** + + * + + ** + + + + ?** +
*-*- + + *****
* decompress is the main driver for the decompression the
* basic algorithm is:
* Decompression: First input code -> Code -> Oldcode;
*
with Code=code (K) , K -> output;
*
K -> Finchar;
* Next Code: Next input code -> Code -> Incode
* If no hew cde : EXIT
*
If Code not defined:
* Finchar -> Stack;
* Oldcode -> Code;
*
code (Oldcode, Finchar) -> Incode;
*
Next Symbol: If Code = code (wK) : K -> Stack;
*




If Code = code(K): K -> output;
* K -> Finchar;
* Do while stack not empty:
*
Stack top -> output; POP stack;
*
Oldcode, K -> string table;
* Incode -> Oldcode;
* Go to Next Code;
*/
void decompress (input, output )
FILE *input, *output;
{
unsigned short next_code = 257;
unsigned short in, code, oldcode, Finchar, incode;
unsigned char k;
unsigned long data [3];
/* UDS */
initCAMO;
/* loads the initial string table */
in=getbits (input) ;
/*









while not COMP_EOF */
if (code >= next_code) {
/* if code not yet defined */
stackit ('+', (char) Finchar, output) ;








end not yet defined; if */
while ((code > 255) && (code < next_code) ) {
/* code is in table */
data [1] = (long) code;
callCP (MatchLastCode, data)
callCP (ReadK, data);
k = data[0] 12;
stackit ('+', k, output);








put the ext . char on the stack
/*
code becomes the prefix string
/*****DEBUG*****/
/*
end of code is in table;





end code is a char;
/*
pop the stack */
if space available then add newcode
&& (next code!=MAXCODE) ) {
** * * + DEBUG" 7
}






stackit ('-', (char ) in, output )
if (next_code <= MAXCODE) {/
if ( (next_code == ((1 BITS)-1))
BITS++;
printf ("BITS now: %d\n", BITS); /
}
data [1] =next_code-l;
/* find the location of the previous entry
callCP (MatchLastCode, data) ;
data [0] =compound( (long) oldcode, (long) k) ;
data[l]= (next_code++ | data[0]);
callCP (LoadTable, data) ;
}
/*
end add newcode to table */
oldcode = incode;
in=getbits (input) ;
/*printf("D: %3X NextCode : %d\n", in, next_code) ; /******DEBUG*******/
incode = code = in;
/*




9. Appendix B: CP LZW 12 bit Code
?
? This is the file for the CP Macros to implement the lzw
? compression algorithm
?
# name: lzw.ma ver 2.0
? Data Structure in CAM: TAG
?
? I Code 12 bits | Char 8 bits | Code 12 bits I 1000




? loads a 1 into MRReg so that all CAM words in essence have a response
SelectAll:
MRReg = 1 .
?LoadZero will:
? Initializes all CAM words to 0 since the data structure doesn't use
? all the bit positions of the 32 bit CAM. So if a bit isn't used
? we can guarantee it is 0.
? I could also load the tag bits now, but this is cleaner if the




? Initialize the CAM so that the first 256 words of CAM have
? all possible ascii codes
? The use of 1000 in the tag bits is helpful for a multiword
? implementation is let say 16 bit codes are required.
? Load the CAM word with 1000 in the tag with the ascii code
? MRROut resolves the output of MRReg, using a priority scheme
ResetCam:
CAM[MRROut] = (*0,1000), ? 1000 helpful for multiword codes
SelectNext .
# MatchFullCode will:
? match the upper 20bits of the CAM word with 1000 in the tag
? response goes the Rl and then to MRReg
? No need to Resolve multiple response since there can
? never be more than one response
MatchFullCode:
Mask = (OxOOOOOFFF, 0000) ,
Rl = Match(*0, 1000,Mask, Bit) ,
MRReg
= Rl, ? helpful for multiword code, can put in SR
*2 = StatusWord.
? ReadCodeFull will:
? Put the CAM word whose had a 1 in Rl resulting from MatchFullCode into
? the 2nd word of the user data structure.
ReadCodeFull:
*1 = CAM[R1] .
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? MatchLastCode will:
? find the location of the last code (from user data structure word 1)
? entered into the table; useful for adding the next word into CAM.
? Also, used during decompression to find the assoc. string for a code
? Here the UDS word one would have the value of last code.
MatchLastCode :
Mask = (0xFFFFF000,0000) ,
Rl = Match (*1, 1000,Mask, Bit) ,
MRReg
= Rl .
? Loadtable will :
? Add an entry into the CAM based on the response form MatchLastCode




Shift (Down, 0) ,
CAM[SR] = (*1,1000) .
? ReadK will:
? Put the contents of the CAM word with 1 in Rl into UDS 0,
? this is based on the response from MatchLastCode
ReadK:
*0 = CAM[R1] .
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10. Appendix C: Main LZW 16 bit Code
* File: lzw.c Version
* Host C code for Lempel-Ziv
* for the Coherent Processor
* Algorithm accepts variable
*
output. The data structure
*
the first word has 1000 in
* 24 bits. The lowest 8 bits
*
character. The 16 bits pr
*
In the next word we only u
*




*** + + * + * + + * + ** + **** + + * + **** + * + + ** + * + * + ******
: 3.0
-Welch Compression program implemented
CP macros in lzw.ma
size input and has variable size (9-16)
in CAM uses 2 words for each table entry
the tag; this word only uses the lower
have the ascii value for the extension
ior to this have the lzw code
se the lower 16 bits and encode the previous









?define C0MPRESSED_EOF 256 /*This tells the decompressor stop reading*/
?define MAXCODE 65534
?define CAMSIZE 131072
/* 65535 reserved for NULL */
/*
Total CAM words used 2*2**16 */
/*
FUNCTION DECLARATION */
void compress ( ) ;
void decompress ( ) ;
void initCAMO ;
long compound () ;
long shiftw ( ) ;
unsigned short getbits ();
void putbits ( ) ;
/*
GLOBALS */
unsigned char BITS = 9;
? ????-it*****************************************************-*-***-*****
*
This is the driver function it parses in the input filename
* determines if we want to compress or decompress via the -d flag
*
calls the appropriate function.
* Usage: lzw [-d] (filename)
*/
int main (argc, argv)
int argc;





char name [80] ;
allocateCP (CAMSIZE) ;
/*
tell the simulator how many CAM words */
initCP(WCSCodeArray) ;
/* downloads the WCS to the CP */
callCP (SetNeverMatch, NULL);
/*
we do not utilize NeverMatch */
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if ( (argc < 2) | | (argc > 3) ) {




if (argc == 2) {
input=fopen (argvfl] , "rb") ;




output=fopen (name, "wb") ;
if (input==NULL | | output==NULL) {




compress (input, output) ;
if ( (argc == 3) && ! (strcmp ( "-d", argv [1] ) ) ) {
input=fopen (argv [2] , "rb") ;




output=fopen (name, "wb") ;
if (input==NULL | | output==NULL) {
printf ("FATAL ERROR opening files. \n") ;
exit (-1) ;
}




printf ("Number of BUS accesses %d\n", CPStatistics ( ) ) ;






putbits writes a 9-16 bit ouput . Portions of this function are
* based on code from DDJ- Nelson. Since we can not directly output
*
non byte aligned data, we utilize a 4 byte buffer, and output a byte
*
at a time as the bits become byte aligned. The BITS variable is
*
used to inform this function what the codeword size is. This is
* important since the compressor increments the codeword size on the
* fly. The contents of BITS should always be between 9 and 16.
*/






static to keep persistent */
static unsigned long output_bit_buf fer=0L;
output_bit_buffer |=(unsigned long)code (32-BITS-output_bit count);
output_bit_count += BITS;
/* BITS is global */
_ ~
/*
printf ("outbuf: %X\n", output_bit_buffer) ; /******DEBUG***********/
while (output_bit_count >=8)
/* buffer contains more than */
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getbits reads in a 9-16 bit input. Portions of this function are
* based on code from DDJ- Nelson. This is the inverse function of
*
putbits. We utilize an input buffer of 4 bytes to read a byte at a
*
time from the input, but only present the code word to the program if
* it is codeword size aligned. The BITS variable is used to inform this
* function what the codeword size is. This is important since the
* decompressor also increments the codeword size on the fly. The
*
contents of BITS should always be between 9 and 16.
*/






register unsigned long ch;
static int input_bit_count=0;
/*
static to keep persistent */
static unsigned long input_bit_buffer=0L;
/?static unsigned int test_count=0; /******DEBUG*********/
while ( (input_bit_count <= 24) && (feof (input ) ==0) )
{
if ( (ch=getc (input) ) !=EOF) {
/*
when EOF is seen feof rtns non 0 */











/?print f ("ct:%d:",test_count) ; /***++*DEBUG********/
return (return value);
/** + * + ** + + + * + * + + + *** + + + * + ** + ***** + * + ** + ******* + * + + + + ******** + ??***? + *
*















callCP (LoadZero, NULL); /* load all CAM words with a zero */
callCP (SelectAll, NULL); /* Make all CAM words have a response */
for (i=0; i < 256; i++) {
data[0] = (OxFFFFFFOO | i) ; /*l's in the HOBITS to handle 00 inp.*/
data[l] = (OxFFFFOOOO I i) ;
/*
printf ("up: %X\t bot : %X\n", data[0], data[l]); /****DEBUG****/
callCP (ResetCam, data) ;
}
data[0] = (OxFFFFFFFF) ;
data[l] = (OxFFFFOlOO) ;
/*
this marks the being if usable CAM */
/*





compound returns the logical or of its first argument shifted left
* 8 bits and its second argument; this is to make the data fit into
*
the CAM data structure. Note, since unused bits were initialized to
*
zero the logical or just returns the Is for all matters
*/
long compound (prefix, ch)
long prefix, ch;
{




stackit is used to buffer the decompressed information so
*
that it prints in the correct order. Otherwise due to
*











static unsigned char decode_string [8000] ;
/*
max length is 8000 */
static unsigned int i=0;
/*
static to remember the last call */
if (op=='+') {
/*
want to add to the buffer */
if(i < 8000)
*
(decode_string+i++ ) =ch ;




pop the buffer */
while (i)
putc( (char) decode_string [ i] , output) ;
}
/******************** ************* ************************ **********
*
compress is the main function to handle the compression
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* Algo:
* Read first input character into w
* Step: Read next input character K
* if no such K (ie. EOF): code (w) -> output; EXIT
* if wK exists in string table: wK -> w; repeat Step
*
else wK not in string table: code(w) -> output;
*
wK -> String table;
*
K -> w; repeat Step.
*/
void compress (input, output)
FILE *input, *output;
{
unsigned long data [3] ;
unsigned int ch;
unsigned int code;
unsigned short next code= 257;
initCAMO;
/* load the initial string table */
printf ("LZWing . ...\n");
iff (code = getc (input)) == (unsigned) EOF)
{
printf ("Error: EOF at start of input\n");
exit (-1) ;
}
while ( (ch=getc (input) ) != (unsigned) EOF) {
data[0] = compound( (long) code, (long) ch) ;
/*
create the match arg */
callCP (MatchFullCode, data);
/* does the string exist */




printf ("Got a match: %X\n", data[0]); /******DEBUG*******/
callCP (ReadCodeFull', data);
/* if so, get the code */
code = (short) data[l];
/*
make this code the new prefix */
/*






printf ("No Match: %X\n", data[0]); /****DEBUG*****/
putbits (output, code) ;
code = ch;
if (next_code <= MAXCODE) {
/* if the table has space */
/*
printf ("BITS: %d\n", BITS); /*****DEBUG*****/
if (next_code == (1 BITS)) { /*decide when to bump*/
BITS++;
printf ("BITS now: %d\n", BITS); /****DEBUG******/
}
data[l] = (long) next_code
- 1;
/*
printf ("data is: %X\n", data[l]); /****DEBUG*****/
callCP (MatchLastCode, data);
/*
where is the last code*/
data[l] = next_code++;







} /* while */
putbits (output, code) ;
/* flush anything hanging around */
putbits (output, COMPRESSED_EOF) ;
putbits (output, 0);
/*
this will make sure anything in the putbits */
/* buffer gets flushed; since already sent */
/*
COMPRESSED EOF this code could be anything */
/****************************+*++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++*+*




Decompression: First input code -> Code -> Oldcode;
?




Next Code: Next input code -> Code -> Incode
*
If no new cde : EXIT
*






code (Oldcode, Finchar) -> Incode;
*
Next Symbol: If Code = code (wK) : K -> Stack;
*








Do while stack not empty:
*
Stack top -> output; POP stack;
*




Go to Next Code;
*/
void decompress (input, output )
FILE *input, *output;
{
unsigned short next_code = 2 57;
unsigned short in, code, oldcode, Finchar, incode;
unsigned char k;
unsigned long data [3];
/* UDS */
initCAMO;








while not COMP_EOF */
if (code >= next_code) {
/* if code not yet defined */
stackit ('+', (char) Finchar, output) ;
/*




while ((code > 255) && (code < next_code) ) {
/*
code is in table */
data [1]= (long) code;
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/* find assoc. string */
/*
use match as index to retrieve */
output);
/*
put ext. char on stack */
);/*
code becomes the prefix string */
{
/*
code is a character */
callCP (MatchLastCode, data)
callCP (ReadK, data);
stackit ('+', (char) data[0],
code = (short) (data[0]
}
if (code < 256)
k = code;
putc (k, output) ;
Finchar = k;
}
stackit ('-', (char) in, output) ;
/*
pop the stack */
if (next_code <= MAXCODE) {
/* if the table got space */
if ( (next_code == ((1 BITS)-1)) && (next_code ! =MAXCODE) ) {
BITS++;
/*
should we bump */




this is the last code entered */
callCP (MatchLastCode, data) ;
/*
set the select line to it */
data [0] =compound( (long) oldcode, (long) k) ;
data [ 1 ] =next_code++ ;
callCP (LoadTable, data);
/*






while not EOF */
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11. Appendix D: CP LZW 16 bit Code
?
? This is the file for the CP Macros to implement the lzw
? compression algorithm
?
? name: lzw.ma ver 3.0
? Data Structure in CAM: TAG
?
__
? | |_Code 16 bits |_char 8 bit | 1000
? | I Code 16 bit I 0000










? Intializes all CAM words to 0 since the data structure doesn't
use
? all the bit positions of the 32 bit CAM. So if a bit isn't
used




? Intialize the CAM so that the first 256 words of
CAM have
? all possible ascii codes in the tag 1000 word in the
lower 8 bits
? and the same code in the tag 0000 lower 16 bits all
other
? bits are 1
ResetCam:










? match the lower 24bits of the CAM word with 1000 in
the tag
? response goes the Rl and then to MRReg
? No need to Resolve multiple response since there
can
? never be more than one response
MatchFullCode:
Mask = (0xFF000000,0000) ,





? Put the CAM word whose upper neighbor had a 1 in MRReg
into
? the 2nd word of the user data structure





Shift (Down, 0) ,
*1 = CAM[SR] .
? MatchLastCode will:
? find the location of the last code (from user data structure word 1)
? entered into the table; useful for adding the next word into CAM.
? Also, used during decompression to find the assoc. string for a code
# Here the UDS word one would have the value of last code.
MatchLastCode :
Mask = (0xFFFF0000,0000) ,




? Add an entry into the CAM based on the response form MatchLastCode
? the word for tag 1000 is in 1st word of user data structure
? the word for tag 0000 is in 2nd word of user data structure
LoadTable:
SR = MRReg,
Shift (Down, 0) ,
CAM[SR] = (*0,1000),
Shift (Down, 0) ,
CAM[SR] = (*1,0000) .
? ReadK will:
? Put the CAM word whose tag bits are 1000
? in the 1st word of the user data structure




*0 = CAM[SR] .
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